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This thesis examines the categories of form and content, especially as they have been 

questioned and transformed by the artistic application of video technology. From a 

postsmcturaiist, historical perspective, the problem of f o m  and content is engaged as an 

instance of interpretative crisis in the visual arts within the aesthetic theories of G.W.F 

Hegel, Walter Benjamin, Michel Foucault, Jacques Demida and Paul de Man; and within 

the writing of many important video critics and conternporary feminist thinkers. 

Understood through andogies with theories of the philosophy of history, translation. and 

the body, video and multimedia works by Mona Hatoum, Jan Peacock and Sharon 

Switzer are analysed as attempts to (de)figure racial, sexual and historical difference and 

their symbolic disavowal in Western cultures. By identifying fomal strategies at the 

materiai level, these artworks are seen as radical political experiments to renew the tenns 

through which we coanect art with the social field. 

Keywords: video art, fom, history, art history, Hegel, aesthetics. Benjamin, translation, 

psychoanalysis, feminisrn, theories of the body. surface. 



1 have k e n  trying for so long to show that side of life 1 believe in - to Live in that space - 
to understand and use the Language of that space as the formulas of my work. This is the 

real space - the danger place, under our feet, our nose, below our beily, &r our death, 
before our binh. which we only get to glimpse occasionally. 

BilI Viola, R e m n s  for Knocking at an Empo House 
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How can social. sexual, racial and historical difference be represented without being 

obliterated? How c m  1 avoid recreating an order of signification that makes the- illusory 

na- of perfect mirroring undetectabIe? Furthemore, in terms of visual art, how could 1 

acknowledge the normative force of our visions of history and epistemology, without 

reifjmg a field of vision that reduces and mortifies? What are the particularities of this 

problem when considering the electronic, instantaneous, and moving video image? These 

questions become ethical ones when we ask. in thinking about culturai representations as 

sites of constant epistemological slippage. can we dso respond adequately to the political 

and social needs of marginalised groups in society? Only through an endless process of 

questioning can we adequately a d k s s  the paradoxes of the smggle for expanding the 

limits of what can be spoken and haged. Elucidating this modem representational 

impasse is always best done as an intervention into a specifîc set of practices. and through 

the elaboration of a set of framing propositions. propositions that wiU then invariably be 

transformed in the process of ihinking them through. 

To begin, 1 want to insist that my thesis represents an attempt to respond to 

conternporary social realities in the Western world, which are distinguished by the 

hegemonic oppression of minorities. an alarxning Lack of left-wing and grass-roots 

political movements, and an increasingiy uncritical embrace of commodity culture. In the 

present moment, 1 believe. there is a need, within artistic and critical practices of ai i  

kinds. to find new concepts with which to make the effort to respond to those realities 

more successful. With this basic leap of faith, which 1 admit begins as an answer and 

emerges as a question repeatedly in the following pages, 1 stniggle to find concepts that, 

simply putl can point me to the limits of discoune. Continuhg the movement of feminist 

theory in North America, 1 try to stage a critical awareness of the histoncity of concepts 

and atworks. Displacing chronological and disciplinary borders. 1 focus on the 



repetitions of concepts and artworks that reveal spirais and anamorphoses in narratives. 

images and bodies. 

Approaching alterity obliquely, then, the first chapter deals with the possibilities 

and obstacles encountered when hying to write a history of video and its critical and 

artistic interpretation. Using Hegel's Aesthetics, 1 set the stage for thinking the cornplex 

relationships between video art, the sacial field, modemism. art historical categories and 

the stones told about art by what many critics have c d e d  "the last metaphysicist." 1 

arrive at the limit of Hegel. the death of art, by considering the history of video art as 

analogous to the history of rnodernity in that it is a double history of the incompletion of 

an overdetemiined self-transcendence. Exemplary of this is the process whereby, when 

Hegel thinks the absolute. he inevitably contemplates the death of his own thought insofar 

as he posits the death of others' thought. Hegel is seen, finaüy, as a thinker whose 

sublation of style for content is undercut by the genre mutability and split 

conceptuaüsation of history that 1 find in his aesthetic theory. Irnportantly, this notion of 

the spectre is culled largely from the artistic vocabulary 1 draw out fkom a video work 

from 1984 by Mona Hatoum. 

Reaching (for) the limit of Hegel's Aesrhetics leads me to continue to respond to 

contemporary art practice and theory (an endless exercise. no doubt), through engaging 

the thought of Walter Benjamin. in the search for a diachronic concept with which to 

approach aiterity and the contemporary operations of video art. The opacification of the 

time-based video image and the layered digital image through installation and the 

doubling of the screen, is seen as analogous to Benjamin's diachronic concepts of 

translation and fonn as change. Arguing that Benjamin's thought can help us find an 

ethical response to the dilemma of writing or füming history, 1 try to present the 

mediation that is language (in its expanded definition as a system of physical and culniral 

signs) as an incomplete but necessary part of how to make merence, and make that 

difference be political. Translating and writing the screen (in üterature and video) and 



physical space (in installation) should be used to advantage in the juncture where social 

life is syrnbolised. In this chapter, I aiso make politicai claims about the intertextuality of 

video; and about the non-separauon between the conceptual or fictionai imagdmetaphor 

and the imagistic one. I look at pieces by Jan Peacock and Sharon Switzer that, in my 

view, illustrate this "ethical aesthetics." 

Another crucial aspect of this cuaing or thwarting of the video image or literary 

metaphor as an opening onto a terrain of inversion. Merence and materiality is found in 

the intense discussion of the body in contemporary feminist art and theory. Very rnuch a 

kind of threshold discourse, "body theory" speaks about the complex relations between 

the reproduced image, Language, and ethics. In drawing attention to the surface-body as a 

particularly slippery are* I Say in the final chapter that feminism, as a discursive leus, 

needs to create new categories to understand the imbrication of the body, tanguage and 

form as change, especiaily when it cornes to artforms forging new vocabularies, such as 

video. Electronic and digital arts, and the contemporary novel are seen as areas of 

cultural production where the surface-body emerges as a central category in the continued 

struggle for access and voice in the deconstruction of simple identities and didactic 

images and stories. 

My thesis is thus impelled by the need to reorient the temu of debate within art 

history and cntical theory, because of the political desire to be able to respond to 

crossings of identity. chronology and morphology. 1 see rhis desire as embodied in the 

figuration/ defiguration vaciUation. concluding that the hinction of the work of art is to 

confuse these and bring into play more ciifferences and experiences. 
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THE VIDEO AESTHETZK OF BRUKING: 

THE IN-BETWEENNESS OF IMAGE AND NARRATIVE 

Introduction 

Each epoch not oniy dreams of the next, but also, in dreaming, strives 
toward the moment of waking. It bears its end in itself and unfolds it - as 
Hegel already saw - with ruse. In the convulsions of the cornmodity 
economy we begin to recognise the monuments of the bourgeoisie as niins 
even before they have crumbled. 

Walter Benjamin, "Paris. Capital of the Nineteenth Century" 

In rhis chapter, 1 focus on how video artists have stretched the medium materiaLiy. in 

order to show thaf historicdy, video is opaque, incornpiete and deconstructive. M y  

c l a h  is that often. video works to make the content more present in the way the medium 

is used. deliberately confusing form and content. Such confusion can be spoken of as a 

kind of breaking of the (never-existent) perfect image. This aspect of video is significant 

insofar as it questions the very boundaries of what constitues art, as it blurs lines between 

documenülry, autobiography, TV, installation. home video. performance and 

experimentai film.' Although it makes peminctory allusion to television. video also has 

ï h e  relation that video art has to film is quite cornplex. and is therefore uot a topic that 1 w i l  be able to do 
justice to h m .  The most suiking thing for me, when reading radical fiim criticism and watching 
experimentai film, is the amount of strategies rhat some video stiares with the most experimental î ï h s  in 
aying to poiiticise aesthetic eternents. The argument 1 am making about videm is not more or less valid in 
view of ttic fact tfiat as a video-theorist 1 am always influenced by avant-garde film (much of it feminist) 
discourse (sec note 18). Nevertheless, for my purposes, it will also be important to rernember that as it has 
histoncaüy k e n  used, video technology can be dis~guished  h m  film in several important ways that I 
hope w d i  becorne clear. Paul Virilio has said, quoting Hitchcock, chat "'unIike cinema, with tetevision there 
is no t h e  for suspense. you can ouiy have surprise.' This is the very defmition of the paradoxical logic of 
the videoframe which privileges the accident, the surprise, over the durable substance of the message" 
(1994: 65). Theorists have thematised the difference between f i h  and video as both historical and 
technological, but technological change should always be thought in historicai context. Yet technologicd 
traits and historical uses, meaniogs and contexts are ways of identiwg both continuity and conmut 
between film and video. For articles that deal with the juncture of î ï h  and video, see Lageira (1996), 
Belton (1 996). Meliencamp ( 1990) and Ross (1 995). 



complex historical links to the refusal of figuration proper to modem art practices 

embodied by the ready-made and abstract painting. Ofien referred to as "politicised 

modemism."' centrai to video practices is an important ethical opening onto burning 

social questions of access and visibility. For insofar as video is marked by a mutability 

and cifierence at the level of genre and viewing, is canies a contestatory relation to the 

artworld and its marketing logic.' as well as to the critical self-understanding prevaient in 

art history. As such, video is intimately tied to installation. and indeed. video artists have 

paid much attention to the haming of their work. For instance. I try in my reading to 

understand how Palestinian-born, British-based video artist Mona Hatoum has used the 

video-monitor. or the screen. in self-conscious ways in order to draw attention to the 

framing elements of the medium. 

Fit, I wili explore these various representational openings and gaps in terms of 

video's role in a series of historical and interpretative junctures, then, as a function of a 

crisis of its form and content, and lady, as a juxtaposition of the Hegelian 

overdetermination of art with Hatoum's use of the screen. 1 interface my theorising on 

video with Hegel's narrativisation of style, because in my view, the possibility of querying 

the ideological and rnetaphysical separation of fonn and content is linked to an 

intelrogation of one of the most influentid. yet mostly unread. theones of historical style, 

Hegel's Aesrhetics. In Hatoum and in Hegel. 1 locate an interest less in what art is able to 

tell than in how it tells it However, if Hatoum's video speaks to the threshold where each 

of us is exposed to the difference(s) of the other. Hegel inadvextently snunbles upon it. 

' Rodowick, cited in Cubin (1993: 27). 
' One principal feanire of this contestation Lies in the fact that video is almost exclusively distributcd 
rhough the aiternative system of video dismbution banks bat has k e n  established across North America as 
a vital organ of exchangc in art communities. This network emerged largely as a response to the 
marghahsation of video and other post-object artforms in mainstream museum and commercial gallery 
culture. A sure sign of the importance of video dismbution centres to the devtfopment and impact of video 
art is the practice - seen in most video anthologies and exhibition catalogues - of including a list of 
distribution centres as an appendix. usuaiiy caüed a videography or a video index. 



Toward a vîdeo-language: an incoherent history 

in attempting to come to terms with the complex set of  cameratic and installationai 

strategies usually grouped together as "video art," much important video cnticisrn has 

focused on the contradictions of video's history.' The conflicts evident when approaching 

video and its artistic application have often k e n  observed in terms of a breaking or 

splitting of the video image. So. taking up both presentation and viewing, theorists of 

video have brought into play a whole range of spectrai notions in order t o  come to grips 

with the fact that. as Sean Cubitt asserts, "the gap between the viewer and the viewed, 

between image and comrnentary, is at the heart of the video relation" (1993: 12). The 

most remarkable thing about the multitude o f  efforts to h t e  video's history is the tension 

between the seeming lack of language available to "speak" video. and the oecessity of 

"saying" something, making a history for and of  the medium. in a seminal essay from 

1986. Canadian video criac Jody Berland asserted that the "emergence of video art as a 

distinct and self-conscious practice is the emergence of a language that is not yet a 

' 1 shodd acknowledge that even while rrying to theorise the comotative and contextuai aspects of video. 
there exist so rnany forms of video that 1 am bound to circumscribe the terrain in which 1 explore "video an" 
rnainiy because 1 am interestcd in how video art cornes up against art history. The wedding video. the safe 
se.? vid2.j. the videu-version of a film, the moving screen-saver or internet site, the video-taped therapy 
session. the community project video, (the List is practicaily endlcss)-are di examples of video practice. 1 
do not wish exclude any of thes whcn 1 speak generally of video. indeed, the focus on the everyday and the 
suong foundarionai mots in communities are examples of the radical democratic possibilities of video. 
Several rich cornmunitarian traditions have arisen in the area of identity and community poiitics, especiaüy 
where artisciactivists have needed to educatc, in areas such as AlDS work (and more generaüy, queer 
identicy), sex educaion. youth projects, and violence against women. For work addressing video with direct 
autobiographicd. documenmy and pedagogicai concems, see Gever (1993), Bad Object Choices (1 99 1). 
and essays in Renov and Suderbcrg (1996). Hail and Fifer (1 990). However. it is worthwhile to point out 
that some critics have also examinai the down-side of constnicting a set of discourses around video that 
uncriticaiiy embrace notions of "ernpowerment" and " giving voice" to d i s e ~ c h i s e d  groups (Buruetc 
1996). So, while such videos are an invaluabIe part of the role that video plays in our societies, 1 will be 
working with a definition of "video" that perhaps above ail engages its expanded forms, which inchde 
installation and multimedia work For in this broad framework, video works to examine its own 
intenexniaiity: with its own form, other artfonns, and changing discursive concepts. Tbis is not to say that 
the videotapes 1 am focusing on are not grounded in experiential concerus, rafher, their aesthetic dimension 
is i tseif purposivel y marked as political. In wriMg (about) video. 1 aim to break some new ground in the 
ofren suie discussion of politicai versus aesthecic strategies in art-making and writing. 



language" ( 12). More recently, in an reading of Gary Hill's work. Jacques Demda has 

put this insight in broder terms, clairning that to "take into account ... what happens to 

language through the video event" is aiso to recognise that a "new art" such as video, 

"may be recognised by the fact that it is not recognised" (1996: 75). In other words, video 

"language" is characterised as paradoxicaiiy bleeding into the cracks of discourse. What I 

want to draw attention to hem is that, over the past three decades, there have been marked 

splits in the way that video practice has corne to be modelied. It is difficult to speak of 

these splits as chronological or developmentai; it seems impossible. in other words, to 

"sum up" the history of video discourse for the sarne reason that it is so crucial to try: we 

have the wrong, or not enough, words with which to do it. Indeed, the urgency of making 

a history for video has always accompanied the artistic use of the medium; yet, aitists and 

critics aüke still cornplain about "the paucity of material addressing video" (Renov and 

Suderburg U). But what c m  we make of these absences and siippages, apparently 

comrnonpIace in video? 

R may well be best to see if this paradox was part of how video is (and was) 

apprehended from the outset. The binh myth of video art is weU-known: artists first took 

up the video medium in New York at the end of the 1960's when the fmt videocameras 

became avaiiable as a more inexpensive and rapid option for recording, editing and 

playback as compared to filmcameras. Particularly in these nascent moments of the 

artform. artists who opened die door to video in their practice brought their concems hom 

other media to bear as they filmed; and thus video inherited a set of inflections in how 

and what it came to express. At the sarne Mie ,  the new directions that aesthetic and 

political concems took were tied to the specificities of the medium. The exploration of 

one aspect of this matenal specificity prevaiied in early video work, as many artists quite 

literally used the camera as an uncaxmy mhmr of sorts. Video technology d o w s  the 

instant viewing that charactenses the transfixing rnirror image, and indeed, critics 



cumntiy refer to this. more or less critically, as video's "mirror stage."' &y of the well- 

known video-maker Bruce Nauman's eariy pieces are exemplary of this type of work, 

such as in Revoiving Upside Down. where the anist  films himself niniiog around on one 

foot for sixty minutes. It should also be pointed out that video artists have since the 

seventies voiced ambivalent feelings about the matenal specificities of video. While 

often a result of srnail budgets, Toronto video artist Almerinda Travassos has said, for 

example, that as  a result of rough edits and instant viewing, "video allows for more risk- 

taking, more control and less compulsion to self-censor" (cited in B. Ross 393). 

In many respects, video's inheritance is cleariy akin to the emergence of 

photography; and often, in the face of the lack of language of support, writen have 

paralleled video's smggle for self-definition as an artform with that of photography. 

According to Paul Viriiio. " like most technical innovations, photography delivers a 

hybrid." A combination of "a substantial art heritage," "industrial applications," and 

"science. ..insisting that photography was first and foremost an objective document, hard 

evidence" (1994: 48) made it impossible to speak of photopphy without engaging the 

fierce debate about its origin and its destiny. With video, the issues amund which this 

conflict centre differ in significant ways from those in photography, however. 

Differences between them are both technological and historical. According to Mark 

Mayer, video is, unlike photography ("its photochernical ancestor"), "instantaneous, 

readily accessible and nusable" (17). Moreover. the insistent temporality and material 

ephernerality that marked video made it a process-oriented art. Early on. it was most 

often used as an impemancnt record of a performance, or a t~nprary part of an 

Of course. Rosaiind Krauss' 1976 hypothesis in "Video: the Aesthetics of Narcissism" posnilating the 
aesrhetic limitations of the video medium, due to its narcissistic and insular structure, was greatiy resisted 
ttien as now. Mostiy, critics undenrand her essay to be a simplification of the issues at stake in video self- 
representation, generally agreeing that she uses the metaphor of Lacan's infamous "mirror stage" rather 
uncriucaiiy herse If. See, for example, Bruce Ferguson's article on Colin Campbell (3034). Since Krauss' 
initiai focus on the body. artists and critics alike have had to admit that the use of one's own body in video is 
rnultiply meaningful, as 1 hope will becorne clear in my examination of Mona Hatoum's work in the present 
and the last chapter. 



insrailation (Gale 64). Of course. photographs have been used to immortalise momenü in 

time since its inception; however, in the area of video. these records became signs of 

intensive subjective investigations. Particular to video's so-called "narcissistic phase" 

was the positioning of the viewer as eavesdropper. undercuning the claim to empirical 

recording most often made by photography. 

These characteristics materialise - like photography's instant ability to throw 

modem debates about craftsmanship into obsolescence - as threats to the aesthetic status 

quo. Yet, video clearly emerged at a different historical juncture than photography . In 

the early part of the cencury, says Mayer, "the concept of the vanguard art was bom about 

the same time as photographers began presenting thernselves more aggnssively as 

independent producers of fine art." Thus, a 1913 show by Alfred Stieglitz, was "a 

demonstration of what photography is and painting is not" (19). So, while video shares 

with photography the working through of a never-ending debate about function and 

agency within the artworld, and the relation of this agency to collective politicai 

circumstances, the form this took (and takes) was (and is) quite distinct with video. For 

instead of slowly proceeding to insert video into the museum canon, video artists and 

cri tics have from the fin t engaged in the medium's peculiar relation to social reality. 

narnely its "inexûicable immersion in both mass media and the everyday" (Zippay 1993: 

8). Clearly, it is partiy in regard to its moving image and its f o m  (the TV set) that art 

history has placed video on one side, and photography and film on the other. Video could 

never aspire to be a "fine" art like photography or film: it was (and is) cheap-looking, 

pixeled, l a c ~ n g  the crispness of boundaries and depth-illusion that characterised its 

forerunnem. But if we place the form of video in histoncal context, we should observe 

that video appeared in a "posanodeni" moment,' corning onto the art scene at a time when 

hsofar as the "posmodern" is used to group together a large number of theories about changing cuinual 
conditions in Western society mughly since the late sùues. it often escapes the dennition it is supposai to 
provide. As a resulf the "postmodern" encompasses o f m  incommensurabie critical postures. at which 
point the term itself seems to denote the failure of mobilisation of a strong radical movement in society, a 
problem that it is presumably meant to redress, Nevertheless, the term works to si@@ an important 



the readymade. and in its footsteps, pop art, had forced artisu and critics alike to question 

the facile division between "high" art and the social field. an assumption that had becorne 

cornmonplace arnong both ana-modem defeatists (art has iaiied, the avant-garde is dead), 

and modem elitists (art must separate itself from trash culture).' 

Of course, a principal dimension of this challenge was provided by the simple fact 

ihat video art was from the first bound on one side by broadcast television. Briefly. 

artistic and commercial uses of video can be distinguished by-the attention given to iorm. 

Wiih its insistence on the transparency of information, TV characteristicaily relies on 

making its form irrelevant. essentially by rendering it invisible. In coatmst, video an 

insists on making iü own mediating force a centrai preoccupation in its search for 

relevance in the contemporary worida In the context of an artworld still grappiing with 

the farnifications of the scientifistic positivisrn attached to photography and film, video 

artists thus joined the struggle, begun by Dada and Jean-Luc Godard's experimental fh. 

to reveal via montage editing practices that the screen excludes as much as it includes. 

These historical concerns surfaced in the early seveoties as video artists took up with 

force the question of the spectator that had k e n  raised on a consistent basis since Brecht's 

Threepenny Novel(1928). Video theory has constantly emphasised that, using strategies 

worked and re-worked since the 1 9701s, many video works have consisted of 

"expenments [that] subverted dominant notions of spectatonhip" (Zippay 6).' More 

probIematisation of what a radicd democraric intervention can be. 1 use the tem sparingly. however, 
because as both video and its artendant problems of interpretarion both preceded and coincided with the 
"postmodern," the tenn lacks heuristic value. and serves its purpose mostly as a flag. 
' The "defearist" position perhaps exemplifieci by Peur Bürger( l984), and the "elitisr" one by Clement 
Greenkg (196 1). 

See "Medium. fiant, politics of (de)formation" in rhis chapter for an elucidation of fom in dus context 
In g e n d .  1 will assume that the area of reception and spectatorship is "mubled" in the sense that it is a 

particularly clifficuit area in which to avoid the slippage between discussing an idealised and particular 
receiver or artist. and an open notion of objecthood. CIearly, there is a risk in insaumentalising the 
production of an by assuming that it is always directed toward someone. Indeed, the intense debate 
elaboraMg the distinction between the active role of the spectator, contingent on an incomplete and 
theatricai artwork, venus the contemplative. indifferent spectator, presumably made possible by the self- 
contained artwork is at lcast as old as  rnodernity itself. For a useful account of the ûajectory of this debate 
in the thought of Hegel. Riegi, Foucault and Fried. see Iversen ( 1993: 125-47)- 1 want to agne with Iversen 
bat ttüs debate has often lacked conclusion because ultirnately, the distinctions on whch it is basai are 



specifically, it was intluenced by a wide range of process-oriented artforms of the period. 

such as agitprop, fluxus. body and performance art (Van Assche L5). For lm Peacock. an 

experienced Canadian video-rnaker and writer, "the look and sense of the [new video] 

work was ... linked with the decadek 'laboratory' consciousness: the pursuit of a new 

language and its dialects which would connect the artist and the viewer while taking 

account of how such transactions are dways (irrevocably) mediami" (154). Part of what 

made it so exciting for artists to engage these questions anew with video is that many 

describe their first encounten with video as marked by a certain kind of amazement, or 

feeling of shock, when faced with what it could do: the instantaneously viewable rnoving 

image and the easy play-back. One of the main foms of this engagement was seen in live 

feed-back works. Through live feed-back loops, the viewer was solicited as agent. 

Simultaneously, paired notions of memory and/or forgetting, seduciion andor botedom, 

body and/or voice. mirror ador  window. voyeur andor victim, took on cenaal positions 

on the stage of video thematics. So the sheer number of concems and influences that 

video experienced made (and makes) its cultural existence uncategorisable, making its 

thuty-year long Me without a history or language understandable. Remarkably, many of 

these thematics recur in contemporary work, still undennining radically the artworld's 

investment in the new. 

Moreover. because of these originary and dynamic historical and technical ties 

with socio-political realities. video art and criticism constantly cornes up against huma  

bodies, broadcast television, the museum. and cornmunity sûuggles; and therefore. video 

has stakes in the shade of visibility chat each of these social bodies enjoys. The two most 

faise. She locates this principle of (inadmissible yet unavoidable) interpeneaation in Hegel. observing thar 
"a statue can only seem 'self-complete and objective'", and obversely, that "there is no objen of perception 
that does not imply a subject" (146-7). With video. then. we see a modern pmblem king worked upon in 
new ways: and rny account of video an's relation witb mciality covers some if this same tenitory. Chapter 
nvo is an expanded histoncal account of how this slippage becornes a productive principle in the thought of 
Walter Benjamin. In chapter three, 1 go on to Say that video and literanitc can dialogue deconsnuctively 
with myths of interiority and individuality, in the name of collective boundary-concepts of skin, screen and 
surface. 



important theoreticai sources for the vigorous oppositional smiggle that video was (and 

is) home to were (and are) feminism and discounes of the body. On account of these 

links as well. we see a recumnce in contemporary work of the tend themes that video 

and feminism had (and have) in cornmon: varied articulations of the uneasy but inevitable 

bonds between the collective and the individual. the theoretical and the practical, the self 

and the other, and the aesthetic and the ethical. And as in feminist practice and theory, 

video art and criticism is a t e d n  where these distinctions themselves must remain under 

constant scmtiny . '" 

hasrnuch as video has always explored its own in-betweenness, then, the more 

complicated pictue of art and its interpretation that video has brought forward is aiso 

deeply embedded in the difficult encounter between the artworld and its engagement with 

the larger social field. Video critic Ruby Rich recently cded on video artists to "nirn 

their cameras back on the world (173) as she. like many critics. sees in video the grass- 

roots energy and cameratic verve that expresses the unstable boundaries between, and 

mutual displacement of. style and narrative. or aesthetics and politics. But, as urgent as it 

may be to commit to working on the relation between art and the world, it is as important 

to acknowledge that that relation is already a complicated one. For example. while video 

played (and plays) a role in addressing the rise of documentary concems among minority 

groups in the seventies (a demand that continues today), video art takes on its ethico- 

aesthetic dimension as it explores the "evocative tension that ensues from the siippage 

10 1 don't want to constnict a sense of symmchy betwecn contemporary and seventies ferninisa d e r  I wish 
to ernphasise that feminism and video share historicaily diverse and oftcn embattled saategies with which 
women have confronted their exclusion from fields of knowledge which supposedly accord self-knowledge 
and self-recognition to men. As a feminist art theorist Living and writing in the 1990's. 1 have been 
thoroughly fonned by the series of vehement criticisms fiom within feminist circles in the West of wide- 
spread racisrn and heterosexism, and the two ensuing decades of extensive deconstruction of the 
essentialisms. psychoanalycical and socioiogical theones, and democratic iiberalisrns that have grounded 
feminism since the inception of its so-caIled second wave in the early 1970's. For excellent points of entry 
into this senes of debates, see Haraway (1989). Fuss (1989)- Butler (1990). Braidom (1991), Spivak (1993) 
and Grosz (1990a. 1990b). 



between documented and transformed realities," in other words, it questions the very 

category of the documentary (Zippay 6). 

What cm be thematised fkom this bnef summary is that the notion of repeating 

and t-ng back to "older histones" in order to understand un-written new ones, and old 

practices of resistance rejuvenated through new artfonns, is fundamental to video praxis 

and discourse. Correspondingiy, h s t s  have used video to point to the power of the 

moving image to mediate old knowledge in a new way. As 1 mentioned above, art 

histoncal discourse has for a long time k e n  caught in a iogic of the new, which makes it 

difficult to admit that our ability to talk about the present or future of an artform. or 

indeed. to apprehend an object as a work of art at ail, is deeply conditioned by the re-vival 

and sur-vival of practices and debates from the past. Rather than continue with this (no 

doubt interminable) chronologicai overview of the conflicted ongins and destinies of 

video, 1 want to contemplate some of the broder questions at work in order to respond to 

this his toricd repetition and shifang. Where does video meet O ther pro blematics, such as 

how a history is written, how an image is read through its fames, and how this "reading" 

reflects and diffracts our social, sexual, and racial gazes, voices and silences? I am 

interested, in this and foliowing chapters, in bringing forward those concerns that are 

relevant to contemporary video work, but my purpose in this section was to point out that 

most of these concerns have in fact been articulated repeatedly in the past three decades. 

My problem is thus both historicai and methodological: 1 am wondering how one engages 

already available categories of interpretation to forge a burgeoning self-reflexive 

discourse, and how (in this case art historicd) discourse is always shifted slightly each 

time it is appealed to and reiterated." 

IL I should acknowledge the debt that rny work owes to Judith Butler, whose Foücauidian emphasis on the 
tautoIogies at work in many metaphysical, essentialist. and psychoandytic accounfs of culture has led her to 
theonse the notion of "performativity," through which c d d  practices are "understood not as singular or 
deliberate 'acts,' but, rather, as the reiterative and citational pracace by which discourse produces the effects 
that it names" ( 1993: 2). In light of Butler's theory, a cypology of representation bat does not enable a 
rnascuiinist and colonizing gaze becomes more ciifficuit to articulate, calling for a self-reflexive yet 
collective account of what kinds of visdtexnial strategies might enact that possibility. As 1 wi i i  q u e  



>fdernist legacy, shifting aitegories of interpretation 

The reason that it is important to thematise the mulufarious and indeterminate nanue of 

video art is that the medium presenü itself alongside questions of visual colonisation. and 

partakes of still-current discussions about the fragmentation and scopophiiia that marks 

contemporary practice and pleasure in the increasingly globalised arena of North Atlantic 

society. Video is a central element in what Paul Virilio has cailed, the "paradoxicd 

logic" whereby "the real-time image dominates the thing represented" and "reai time 

subsequently prevails over real space" (1994: 63). Thankfully, Virilio stops shon of 

extending this observation of the wide-spnad fetishisation of the simer to a nihilism 

that usually precedes nostalgia. He aâxnits insread that the moving image shifrs the terms 

of a debate that has, nevertheless. been with us for a long time, namely, "the problem of 

the objectivisation of the image." With video, this shift occurs at the levei of the 

materiality of the image, so that "the problem of the objectivisation of the image ... largely 

stops presenting itself in terms of some kind of paper or ceiiuloid support surface - that 

is. in relation to a material reference space" (1994: 61). In contrast to Virilio's historical 

account, many scholan have resoned to alannism about technological change, labelling 

video an ahistorical mode consisting of electmnic signals that is but an impoverished 

replacement for a art work that bears an indexical relationship to the world of tangible 

abjects." But given the ubiquitous sense among both video artists and their critics that in 

intenninently in the foiiowing chapters, video art  often confronts us with the absence of ontological 
certainty. as it is panicularly able to accommodate those rough edgcs and unciear closures of life, which are 
perhaps especiaiiy poignant when stnigghg with borderiand identities marked &y hybridity and 
disidentification. See further, Anzaidua (1987). Bhabha (1993) and Sedgwick (1993). 1 will deai more 
closely with feminism's encounter with the variegated terrain of psychoanalysis in chapter three, when 1 tum 
to feminist theones of the body as starting points in an anempt to theorise a mode of subversion of 
formkontent and outer/inner dyads as a particuiar mode of touching, enacted by some recent video and 
literature. 
12 For a good critique of the view that video is the 'ulnmate posunodem referent" that does nothing more 
than initiate a random play of signifiers. spearheaded by Fredric lameson, see Suderberg (1996). 



videographic sensibility lies an especial force of displacement of categoSes of 

interpretation, 1 will side-step these various crude speculations of what video is not able 

to do and say." 

hstead. we ought to engage the paradox through which video divens attempts to 

make up for the lack of depth that representations give us. My impression is that even 

while spaces of vision, logics of perception. and theones of the seductive image have 

proliferated with the development of communications media, video critics and artists 

have continued to grapple with the questions raised by modem art practices in the 

properly plastic media, such as essentialist fonnalism, minhalism. smicniralism. Very 

broadly. we could say that video has always had a relation to the question of the 

abstraction of the representational surface. In other words, to the extent that video was 

bound on one side by broadcast television, modernism bound it on the other. As in the 

case with its relation to TV. this link has a contestatory yet ambivalent history, and the 

discussion of where video fits in with modem art practices is stiU hught  with a variety of 

perspectives. 

Often, such contradictions are evident wirhin one peson's wrïting. Speaking 

about the formative decade of the seventies, Jan Peacock contends that video was always 

in excess of any modem aesthetic used to describe it: "Mirroring the then current 

concerns of performance, body art, earth and process art, [seventies] work in video took 

on a stark bareness, which has generally k e n  located - but only uncornfortably and never 

convincingly - within minimalkt aesthetics" (154). But in another passage, she claims 

that video's challenge to modemism lay in a properly anti-aesthetic ediic: "As part of their 

reaction to the slick artifice and the industrial fabrication which characterised both TV 

and formalist object-making ...[ and] since the content and the look of the work needed to 

reflect their sense of making something no one necessarily desired to see, aestheo'c 

t 3 Needless to Say, Walter Benjamin's "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction" is one of 
the earliest, and by now classic, conceptions of how the moving image (in his essay. the filmic image) 
changes the terms of art historical debate in the mentieth cennuy. 



considerations were withheld and the aesthetic experiences of the work were rudely 

denied as irrelevant" (155). luxtaposing these passages. it is perhaps best to admit that 

video artists never had a simple, oppositional relation to modernist art practices and 

theories. Video anist and cntic Stuart Manhall articulated rhis more cornplex interaction 

in a recent catalogue essay. saying that "the language of opposition and independence 

which was articulateci by video artists found itself drawing, not only upon the anti- 

establishment discoune of the counter-culnirp that influenced agitprop videomakers. but 

aIso upon the discourse of hi& modemism itself' (13). 

Thus, if video has from its very inception been conceived of as a powefil  

contestaaon of prevalent tendencies in art in the past thrPe decades - television seduction 

and apoiitical modemism - that contestation emerges as contradictory indeed. This is 

precisely where my discourse on video Lines up with the more sensitive and subtle 

accounts of how we ought to think the rubric of modernity in the current anistic climate. 

Sean Cubitt has made the acute observation that: 

So far, modernism as a doctrinal statement on the history of art since 
Courbet has focused on the production of the avant-garde as a different 
mode of working in culnire. The task which video has set itself is parallel 
to that which emerges as the new dominant yean imrnediately after the 
triumph of abstract expre!ssionism. the self-conscious looting by hi@ art 
of the super-markets of culture. But where this late modemism of pop art 
is marked most heavily by iü ironic attempts to obliterate the ciifference 
between art and culture, video remains in the business of erploring that 
difierence, that relationship ( 1993: 35 [my emphasis]). 

On the bais  of this "special relationship to modemism, every pursuit of the medium's 

specificity uncovers a new impurity, a new relation between video and the adjacent arts" 

(33). Cubitt makes the clairn, convincing because of the abundance of evidence 

available. that video. as a "mg-bag" artform (33). represents a type of "politicised 

modemis&' a tenn he adopts from D.N. Rodowick. 



It seems, thea. that rather than smding forward toward a shining new paradigm. 

video art and its criticism has had to admit to the need to reformulate and repoliticise 

those paradoxes of Loss and power in the reaim of art production that have marked the 

struggle for social change throughout the modem period, in order to forge unchought-of 

versions of what constitutes political approaches in art. On this view. seemingiy disparate 

aspects of video embody the contradictory state of affairs where modernity has always 

been contemplating with awe and a certain feeling of disgust its own estcangement from 

reality. the illusory nature of  its image. in short, its own historical framing. Applying 

video politicdy in this way, then, means to perform deliberately. and for everyone to 

perceive, the double gesnue, which both contravenes and rehearses the separatioo of 

viewer and viewed, form and content, and so forth. 

To summarise my position then. let me Say that the presence of so rnany limit- 

concepts in the writing on video provides an occasion to intervene into processes of 

concept-formation, or the way that interpretation is approached and made. In short, my 

belief that video art demands, like any discursive production. to be seen and judged. 

means that my focus on video opens up the whole terrain of art history and 

interpretation," for instance, an examination of what we mean by f o m  versus content. 

Rather than ask whether video is art, a notion that cornes up repeatedly in video criticism 

is that video continues to question the very boundaries of what constitutes art." And the 

" Indeed, my operative conception of "history" is rneanr to render the very dis~ct ion between 
interpretazion and history suspect. in rhis sense. history, and a historical method in the way 1 am using it 
Lies close to Foucault's notion of genealogy. For Foucault, "the development of h e t y  is a senes of 
interpretations. The mle of genealogy is to record its history: the bistory of motals, ideals, and 
metaphysical concep ts... as they stand for the emergence of differcnt interpretations. thcy must be made to 
appear as evcnts on the stage of historicai process" ( 1984: 86). Foucatilt aligns genealogy with "effective 
history," and means to emphasise that history is above ai i  "a differential knowledge," a knowledge that is 
made for "cutting," not "understanding" (88). The ultimau goal of this geneaiogy thaî 1 shaii caii history, is 
profoundly ethical: namely to sirive to be exposed in one's time and place as a historian. and "to maintain 
passing events in their propcr dispersion" (8 1). 1 will deal more closely with thXs very Benjaminian etfiical 
posture toward othemess and its relation to art history in the second chapter. 
" Video is mt unique in this function among contemporary forms of visual or Literary ans. Instead. what 
marks contemporary interventions is a fluidity or oscillation between modes of representation. something 
which the foliowing two chapters try to fore-ground. in doing this, my thesis aims to insist on the ehcal 



M e r  we understand the questionkg of rigid meaning-production as emblematic of 

video art, the more we can locate within that discourse a number of possibilities of the 

very function or definition of art. 

More specificaily, the boundary-discourse so present in the realm of video is often 

phrased in tems of a catachresis at the Ievei of the relation of form to content. So, in the 

same essay I cited above, Iody Berland goes on to Say that the "sense of incompletion" 

she and othen Iocate in video renden distinctions between "technical form and (artistic) 

function obsolete;" indeed, "the paradox of a language that is not-yet-a-language posits a 

site ... in which 'form' and 'hinction' t o d y  redefine one another through their embrace" 

( 12). In the catalogue for Signs of the Times, a 1993 British video remspective, curator 

Chrissie Ides points out that in order to thwart the project of "writing a general history of 

video." the show is instead concerned with "an examination of the interface between 

medium and meaning" (1 1). Thematising an area of contlict and fluctuation. the rest of 

the essays in the cataiogue treat the problem confronteci repeatediy by video artists: how 

to "use illusion oniy as a means to see itseif'? (Hall 29). lust as critics have mculties 

pinning down infiuences h m  oppositional practices on the one hand. and modemism on 

the other, there are differem ways to conceive of the history of f o m  in video." One artist 

in the catalogue writes about the care for context as a kind of multiplication of elements, 

saying about his installation practice that "the immediate perception of a single video 

significsince of trying to be cognisant of, and specific abour, the paradigm changes occurring in our 
contemporary moment 
16 1 must issue a caveat h m  the start: so as not to becorne enslaved to a modernist search for the uniqueness 
of the video artform, note that by "formn I mean aii material. incIuding contextua, characteristics thai 
accrete in various vidco practices: the TV set(s), the s o u n d ~ k  textures or odors, architecturai or 
sculpturai elements or projections. and the scale.  forma^ positions and intemlationships of any of these. 
Also, in terms of the screen-contenc, 1 wiil  deme  formai smtegies as ones that draw attention to these 
aforementioned characteristics via conmts, signais, elecmfications. luminosities. montages, repeations or 
distomons of various kinds. 



monitor screen is as a kind of window [unavoidably a television window]. At the 

moment of attention the viewer assumes a total disregard for the TV as object. But the 

introduction of a second monitor [or more] into the visual field presents a monumental 

problem .... As one is seen as a window. the other becornes object" (Hall 30). In another 

example of this kind of use of the medium, video artist Tamara Krikorian "insisted upon 

recording the medium's intervention in the process of representation," by "exploiting the 

camera's inherent tendency to overdrive which causes enonnous contrast fluctuations 

across the video image when brightly lit areas appear within the frame" (Marshall 13). 

Sean Cubin continues his characterisation of video's version of "politicised 

modernism" by claiming that there is an important shift from the marerial interventions 

made by the Duchampian readyrnade and those made by electronic media For video 

does not simply rest at an anti-aesthetic logic. Indeed, if Duchamp's work "foregrounds 

the media usd..and insists on the temporal and processual nature of the phenomena 

investigated" (47), video cornes closer to an aesthetic that aUows the expansion of the 

boundaries of what art can Say and do rernain in process, yet able to make more than an 

uonical g e s m  toward socio-political experiences. What is perhaps the most 

characteristic of this use of fonn in video is to stage an insistent change at the level of 

framing, to create a sense of deferral of biographicd /autobiographical details, but not to 

the exclusion of uses of fragmented narrative elements, or the figure, with its 

physiognornic marken. This mode1 of forxnal intervention entaiis rehearsing the scene 

where sexual, racial, disease, and age differences are captured, and either identified or 

rendered invisible. So. instead of k ing  u s d  to establish either an anti-aesthetic, or an 

absolute, universal, pure aesthetic, form in video is used to delay a resolution of an image 

into recognisable parts. 

Mluenced by French theorists of the moving image such as Gilles Deleuze and 

Alain Landau, video theorist Christine Ross has argued dong the same lines that "there is 

a 'double xene' created by the video image - a kind of 'image break' produced by the lack 



of coherence between elecwnic matter and the icon: the video image defmes itself 

through its activiv, its continuous formation and deformation" (1988: 122). in a later 

work Ross has duded to the notion of an "aesthetics of discrepancy" (1995: 129) to 

connote strategies in video-making that carry strong ties to the ethico-political agenda of 

resisting dominant mediatic forms of video representation, complicating normally 

understandable and cleariy named expenences. like rernembering. seeing, speaking and 

touching, in order to mark them as indeterminate. Reading Vern Hume's Lamented 

MmentdDesired Objects. Ross says that the tape "practices the discrepancy in such a 

way as to coanect the je-de-sudace with the monde-de-surface that surrounds it, relaying 

rnemory, what was formerly called depth of time, in terms of reminiscence, instability, 

mansience - indeed, forgemng" (1 995: 133)." 

This kind of image discrepancy is similariy thematised in iMona Hatourn's 

Changing Parts (1984), produceci at the Western Front (Vancouver). The tape begins 

with a slow sequence of overlapping black and white photo-stills of various parts of a 

sterile and empty bathroorn: the porcelain shelf, the lock and window on the door, the 

taps. the plumbing under the sink, and the geornetcic pattern of floor des .  The starkness 

and serenity of the sequence is underscored by the audial component. one of Bach's solo 

ce110 suites. The sequence of s u s  is graduaüy intempted by more and more frequent 

lapses into distorted electronic blur and loud noise. Finally, the noise displaces the music 

17 In chapter NO, 1 wili briefly corne badc to Mark Cheetham's reading of the same work in the context of 
mcmory. 



FIGURE I Mona Hütoum, C'hunging Purts (vidca stili), 19S-4, videotape. h&w, 2 M i l  
minutes. Courtscy of  V Tape, Toronto. 



FIGURE ? Mons Hïtoum. C'hunging Purtv (video still). 1984. vidcotrpe, h&w. ? 4:iMl 
minutes. Courtsej- of  V Tape, Toronto, 



altogether and a slow-motion video of a woman (Hatoum) rnoving replaces ttie sulls. 

affecting changes on numerous ievels in the piece. The shift from a photopphic to a 

videographic sensibility brings with it a different ievel of resolution: the slow motion 

video 

image is grainy, made up of a range of greys, and lacking in clear lines demarcating the 

foms. The marked change in image rendering makes me aware of the low resolution of 

the video medium: it makes me experience more acutely how much the video is 

necessarily a mediation. not a mirroring of the woman's body. I cannot immediately 

resolve my look, and perceive the screen as a series of fields of grey. 

The difference between Hatoum's body and the space surrounding her is difficult 

to distinguish, for a screen (a plastic shower cubicle) separates me from the confineci 

space of her actions.'. Within "her" space, Hatoum makes a senes of repeated gestures. 

caressing, scratching and biting the screen, drawing attention :O the plastic screen that is 

screening her off from a resoived view. 1 am therefore separatcd from Hatoum's body by 

two screens: the screen that allows me to see her. or that allows her to re-represent henelf 

to me (the video screen itself); and the screen that disallows me from resolving that 

seeing, and allows her to isolatdprotect heaelf from me (the cubicle). Here, there is an 

important complication of the way that the screen functions. As a framing element it 

provides the means to illuminate a past event, that is, it makes the event, the body and its 

gestures, a visual syntax. intelligible in and through the reproduction of images. But 

simultaneously, it fuactions as a sort of "filter" of images: screening idout some 

possibilities of what may be perceivecl. So the screen becomes twofold in the 

videographic event, opac@ng a signifying process that no rmdy  appears transparent. 

The soundtrack contributes to this feel, with its intense, disordered blur. Hatoum's 

expiicit daubled usage of the screen becomes even more clear, as the camera focuses on 

18 This section of the video îs in fact a record of a public performance by the arfist c a e d  U d e r  Siege 
( 1 982). which has been spliced together with photo stills from her parents barhroorn in Beirut 



Haroum's hands, gesniring and smearing what looks Like blood (liquid mud) on the screen 

which separates me from her. Here. Hatoum creates a very tactile membrane, which 

aiiows her, as artist-object, viscerally and visually to draw attention to the screen. 

On my reading. then, Hatoum fore-grounds through specific strategies video's 

ability to  represent the doubling of representation. 1 try to join her in the effort to resist 

the general art histoncal impulse by which the subject's gaze, or desire, is imagined 

simply to  fall upon its object, in which case, rheory will m a i n  aiways on the beholder's 

side of  our accounts, and the object will count at best only in its resistance to theory." 1 

am not only concerned with rearticulating the relation between form and content in an 

already formed sphere caiied "an. history" - or even between aesthetics and art. More 

profoundly, my effort to  theonse video is. as video criticism has been fiom the very f k t ,  

about questioning the very discreteness and self-containment of those terrns. 

19 The feminist work doue in film theory since the late seventies to historicise the gaze represents one of the 
most powerful refutations of this hypothesis. Feminists have insisted on approaching the object as itself 
necessarily implicated in the gazddesire chat binds the subject to the object See pamcuiarly Mdvey 
(1979), Rose (1986). de Lauretis (1987)- Doane ( IWO),  and Silverman (1995). It may be remarked that the 
syntactical positions that are associated with subject and object (exemplified by the sentence "1 see it") 
generally hinder the kind of re-afldation that 1 am speaiang of here. What this also points to is that there 
is an important way in which grarnmar al ways fails us, as it enables us. Acknowledging such lapses in 
language is also a key notion in my approach to re-reading art history. In general, my project takes 
senously the crisis in philosophy that has marked the thought of pst-strucniralists since the late L960's, 
which makes it impossible to speak of an "aesthetics" that is distinct h m  and concerned with different 
questions than "art" or "art history." The discursive crisis or impasse of representation th* I am working 
with hem may implicate any symbohc economy, pictorial or Linguistic. 1 begin with the assedon that. as 
bey have histoncally developcd in the W e s ~  it is as impossibIe u, prcsuppose that texnial and visual 
reprcscntation arc separable as it is ta simply c l a h  bat they are equatable. Ncvertheless. in the foiiowing 
two chapters, 1 wiii pass over this territory again, so as to establish, as did Benjamin in his rejected doctoral 
dissertation thar would becorne Thc Origin of German Tragic Drama, a s m n g  analogy berneen visual and 
texnial work This does not mean that, (as many art historia, reacting to a crude version of 
decousauction, have wmngly asserted) the view 1 am adopting forecloses on considering the unique and 
historicai difference between visuality and textuality, nor thai 1 am working with a mode1 where discursive 
practices totalise the social field. On the contrary, my stance is meant to counter smcturalist dogma by 
examining where and how visuai. textual, bodily. and cornmunitarian experieace touch, entwine, and move 
apart. hopefuiiy to be altered irrevocably in the process. 



Situating Hegel, re-placing art histoy 

In the way that 1 have read video. in general, and Hatoum's work, in particular, the 

medium can be seen to take over a critical function that has usually been considered pan 

of a philosophical aesthetics. M e n  conceived of in this way, video creates a meeting 

between a philosophy of history and the cultural cail to foster social change. The practice 

of video can thus be conceived of as a radical historical democratic struggle for the right 

to create meaning. Hegel's Aesthetics is an important point of enny ont0 the topography 

of relations between material. social and political dimensions of art, because in its 

historical reception. this work has the paradoxical struchue of a threshold/comerstone for 

art history." Without pretending to be able to "take account" of the wide range of 

positions through which Hegel positions himseif vis-à-vis art, 1 will sumar ise  his 

characterisations of the symbolic, classical and romantic art forms, as well as some of the 

complex twists through which they supplant each other. At the end of this chapter. 1 wiU 

corne back to how video, Hatoum's in particuiar, takes up a contestatory place with regard 

to the metaphysical categories of form and content, and how this relates to my theoretical 

stance toward Hegel. 

The central idea guiding Hegel's philosophy is that "what from the beginning is 

and remains only affirmative is and remauis without Me." Further, "life proceeds to 

negation and its grief, and it only becomes affirmative in its own eyes by obliterating the 

opposition and the contradiction."" Broadly speaking. Hegel posits a telos where the 

possibiiity of examining the relationship of contemporary art with philosophy (in cnsis) is 

foreclosed through a totalisation of philosophy and a sublation of art. Thus his work 

would presumably subsume and render obsolete the present project, since his postulation 

m As such, the Aestherics have been used intermittently as a powerhil Iegirimanng force (Gombrich (1984)), 
and, conversely, as an ultimate exampfe of an absotutist and ideaiïst aesthetics, to be combated with 
"materialist" art and aesthetics (Crimp (1 986)). 
'' Hegel (1975). Vol. 1, 23. Hereaftrr cded AI. 



of the end of art in fact places art and its theory in the snictiy non-dialecrical category of 

irrelevant historical fact. However, it should be remarked that the Aesthetics contains 

more than a thousand pages detailing the non-reconciliation of meaning, content and Idea 

with iu contradiction, body. expression, form and concretisation. Why does Hegel's 

his torical architectonics endlessl y thematise negation as a precursor to hannony. and ye t 

ultimaiely posit a sublation (a more complex form of negation) of form that remaïns in 

process? 

Hegel mats the entire production. perception and reception of works of art as a 

process that shodd be analysed in terms of how art mediates the relation between f o m  

and content:" "the task of art must therefore be f d y  established in an's having a ca lhg  

to display the appearance of iife, and especialiy of spiritual animation ... and to make the 

extemal correspond with its Concept" (AI 152). In general. Hegel thus offers a critique 

of. on the one han& the pure transcendence of matter, and on the other hanci, the idea of a 

mie representation. In terrns of intervening into the status quo of philosophical history, 

Hegel's emphasis on mediation makes the Cartesian view that represeatations simply 

mirmr reality a circurnvention of. rather than a solution to. the centrai problem 

accompanyixig ail fonns of cultural representation. 

There are a number of risks associated with staging a theoretical "return" to 

Hegel's Aesthetics. Texts are sites of an inevitable process of r e ~ i ~ c a t i o n .  and the 

resistance to m e  representation that my contemporary reading of Hegel may Iocate. 

creates a false sense of a line between my work and his; a line that is actuaily not a line. 

but as historicaliy and cuituraily topographical and arbitrary as any other discursive 

relationship. in general, rather than read Hegel's Aesthetics as "symptomatic" of the need 

constantly to authorise the fiction of totalising history and the ultirnate disappearance of 

adomis. I want to look for the moments in which the Aesthetics actuaily fails to re- 

21 Also comoted by the foiiowing dyads: sensory and Idea, appearance and Concept, substance and spirit 
and extemai and internal. 



capitulate the fiction of a monolithic and accessible "history" of any kind. Likewise, it is 

i m p o m t  to problematise the assumption that Hegel's Aesthetics posits an aesthetic 

experience that relies on a self-knowing and self-present subject, as it is wrong to conflate 

the Hegelian subject with the Cartesian cogito. Furthemore, Hegel wrote the Aesthetics 

panly in an effort to historicise and critique Kant's autonomous subject. For it is the 

recognition that content and meaning "are so penetrated b y one another that the externai, 

the particular. appears exclusively as a presentation of the inner" (Aï 95) that impels 

Hegel funher to theonse the complexity of the changing historical interaction between 

humans and theu inanimate surroundings. 

In fact, what interests me about the trajectory of the relation between abstraction 

and embodiment, or content and form offered in the Aesthetics, is precisely that it 

problematises the category of idealistic consciousness. It became apparent in my attempt 

to indicate video's various political modulations that when we think, write, and represent, 

our access to a ethico-political reality is a problem, which, as such, itself needs to be 

thoroughly theorised. We could Say, then, that the "abstraction" that Hegel's dialectics is 

often accused of perpetrating is to a certain extent unavoidable. Indeed, the very c d  for a 

concrete theory of art retains and relies on a paradox. The accusation of unmitigated 

"idealism" seems particularly false in relation to the Aesthetics, for in fact Hegel 

cons tant1 y mes to come up with a way of thinking the very difference between the 

extemal and intemal. And this is where Hegel joins up with my position on video, for the 

latter also resists the resolution of the gaze into a one-directionai, linea. movement from 

subject to object. 

While there is no doubt that Hegel stmggles to find a way to articulate the 

detemiinist harmonisation of the two poles of the dichotomies that condition self- 

alienatioo, this process is nevertheless continuous and dynamic. This is not meaut to 

reinscribe the Hegelian teleological necessity. but rather, to admit, as does Derrida. that 



Teleology does not aiways have the appeaçing character one wants to give 
it. It can be questioned, denounced as a lure or an effect, but its threat 
caxmot be reduced. With the telos can also be found the cliff {l'a-pic). 
Where one can get a foothold or fall (to the tomb). In positing the 
teleological necessity in eflect we are already in(to) Hegel. He did 
nothing but powerfuiiy unfold the consequence of this proposition (1986:' 
22). 

In short, the dialectical form presents a trap. How are we to undentand the nature of this 

formal trap today? 1s it on the insistence on the form (dialectics) that the content (an 

onto-teleological story founded on the presupposition of a fke, male Western subject) is 

obfuscated? Or could we also say that what is veiIed in the text is the diaiectical form as 

an effect of the privileging of content? In my reconsideration of Hegel's Aesthetics in 

writing (about) video, 1 will clearly need to take the coextension of these possibilities as a 

clue to viewing the Aesthetics itself as a terrain of displacement." 

Lying somewhere between issuing the culturai demand for symbolic inteliigibility 

and thwarting or re-witing that demand. the articulation of an art and critical practice that 

is able to respond to changing social and political circumstances depends upon the 

continued engagement with seminal texts from the pas& such as Hegel's Aesthetics. 1 

U My interest here does not Lie in mapping the PIatonic priviieging of content over form in Western 
metaphysics, which is clearly t w  large of a discussion for this proj= However. 1 understand Hegel's 
Aesthetics to be deeply irnplicated in. and symptornatic of. the agonistic voyage of the sign, and its 
matenality and symboiism, throughout modernity. As an episternic mode, art history has more and more 
been forced to confront that in its own founding moments, it was appealing to phdosophicai thinken, rnost 
notably Hegel and Kant. For the purposes of k ing  able to respond to contemporary art, and more 
specificaiiy. video art, 1 believe that my analysis is already predicaîed upon a nansrnission and assixmiarion 
of what we may h a d l y  think of as philosophical categorics. Furthermore, even though many formalist 
artists and critics radicaliy privileged art's material. or formai aspects, the "anti-figuration" posture is, in rny 
view, itself caught up in a diaiectical schema by vime of its operative definition of form and content 1 do 
not have any intention of historiographically examining these moments of appeal or rejection in the last cwo 
centuries; aithough that is doubtless a worthwhile pmject. Rather, 1 aim to examine the fact chat Hegel's 
aeshetic theory posits an an that forever balances on the edge of dialectical movemenf and use ttiis to 
advantage in video criticism. In the second chapter, 1 go on to Say that t h .  reading of Hegel points him in 
the direction of Benjamin, who aied, much as 1 am doiog, to overcome the absolutism and historicism of 
Hegelian diaiectics. Benjamin, responding CO his immediate social circumstances, drew out a line of 
thinking chat would be able to take account of. and respond to the fact that " U d ' s  self-aiienation has 
reached such a degree bat it can experience its own desmction as an aesthetic pleasure of the first order." 1 
do not believe chat enough ground bas been broken in Western society in the discussion of aestheac versus 
politicai saategies of artmaking and criticism since Benjamin's characterisacion of mid- 1930's Europe; and 
for that reason 1 am sriii, in some way, caught in its logic. 



make this assertion in the Iûiowledge that its effects on the interpretation and making of 

art have been both diverse and diffuse. I agree with Thierry de Duve, who has located 

Hegel's philosophy of art as central in the very idea of " a r t ' s  double bind" as we have seen 

video artisu and critics experiencing it: 

The period of history that invented History couid not fail to conceive of 
itself as moved forward by the project of its own accomplislunent and 
self-negation. The negativity of the avant-garde. for which tradition 
meant betrayal. is explained by the anticipated retrospection of the verdict 
thanks to which avant-garde would, in the end. be incorporated into 
tradition precisely for having f k t  betrayed it. ... So modemity seems to be 
constinited by a forever unending process of ending ....If, since Mallarmé, 
the ideology of the avant-garde has been massively Hegeiian, this is 
because the end of modernity, the end of the idea of art as a proper name, 
its completion through incompletion. has been the program ever since 
Hegel's Vorlesungen über die Aesthetik (76-7). 

So. theorists have located Hegel's philosophy of aesthetics at or as the threshold of 

modemity: indeed, the whole dialecticai systern can be seen as haWig b e n  always 

alrPady caught up in its own ending. Now, what 1 wouid add to this description in order 

to focus my intervention into Hegel, is that what is so enigmatic about modernity - and 
the concept of history it seems to usher in - is precisely that is smves to divide radically 

f o m  and content. In a close reading of principal sections of the infiuential aesthetic 

theories of Hegel. 1 try to articulate the sigmficance of defenal and narrative failure or 

splitting in the Aestherics. What is interesting about interrogating this text with video art 

is that, in both. basic attempts to resolve interpretation into a senes of hemeneutic 

binaries fails dramaticaliy. Even though the triadic saucture of Hegel's' dialectical 

structure predetennines the fate of art. as  does any teleoiogical schema logicaliy speaking, 

the intelligibility of this schema is itself conditioned by the congruity of the dyadic pairs. 

In other words, the two parts of these pairs must be apparently of the same order. The 

heuristic and epistemological value of the categories of form and content are precisely 

placed under suspicion by the poetic deconstructive practice we have termed an 



"aesthetics of discrepancy." Thus. Hegel's Aesthetics. presumed by his critics to embody 

the "coherent, linear" historicism and "narrative principle ... of an aestheticised, totalised 

past" can be seen to undermine its own ontological position through a loss of figurative 

coherence (Steinberg 91). I enact this mode by pulling at the main thnad in the 

Aesthetics, namely the narrative of style. 

Although Hegel's account of the development of style is teleological and 

totalising,?he iintegration of the two terms of the intemakonteat versus externaYform is 

constantly happening through art, and yet, constantiy surpassing and negating itself as an 

impossible situation. Our engagement with art is to constantly re-expenence that almost- 

becoming. Of course, this impossibility of fulfilment is the reason that Hegel predicts the 

end of art. Therefore, Derrida has argued that 

Hegelianism ... makes clear [that] the positive infinite must be thought 
through (which is possible ody  if it diinks itself) in order that the 
indefiniteness of differance appear as such. But this appearing of the 
Ideal as an infinite diflerance c m  only be produced within a relationship 
with death in generai (1973: 10 1-2). 

It would make sense, then, to ask what kind of work the figure of art's death does for 

Hegel's argument. The problem of the Hegelian "death of art" is another logical thread 

that presents a concepnial hot, about which Paul de Man has said that 

we can...assert that the two statements " a .  if for us a thing of the pas" and 
"the beautifid is the sensory manifestation of the idea" are in facr one and 
the same. Art is "of the past" in the radical sense. in that ..A leaves the 
interiorisation of expenence forever behind. It is of the p s t  to the extent 
that it radicaily inscriks, and thus forever forgets, its ideal content. The 
reconciliation of the two main theses of the Aesthetics occurs at the 
expense of the aesthetic as a stable category (1982: 773-4). 

So on the one hand, a re-examination of Hegel's aesthetic theory should serve to 

historicise die dilemma of representing the other in art. Because the fact that art finally 

fails to negotiate the sensory/thought divide successfully reflects on the usage of such 



words as "genuine," "self-consciousness" and "truth." Quite simply, this means thaf as 

Judith Buder has remarked. "Hegel's subject can no longer be entertained ... apart from the 

thesis of its very impossibility" (1987: 23 1). A consideration of Hegel's work on 

aesthetics must always be wary of appealing to a naive intentionality. for, as Rajan has 

observed. while Hegel does "advance the study of artistic modes as modes of 

consciousness ... these modes radicaiiy cornplicate the very concept of 'consciousness.' for 

what they express is its non-identity" (1995: 29). On the other hand. 1. of coune, need to 

situate Hegel's theorisation within a largely questionable colonial and paaiarchal 

discourse. where the very representation of the other is produced as both a t h a t  and a 

condition of its philosophical cohesion. Hence. 1 wiU also examine the disjunctive 

aspects of the relation berneen the Hegelian mode of slow displacement, and a 

videographic " aesthe tics of discrepancy ," as enabled b y Hatoum (Chunging Parts. 1 984)' 

in the final section. 

The journey of form and content: (non)sublation of tom 

Symboiic art seeks that perfect unity of inner meaning and extemai shape 
which classical artfinds in the presentation of substantial individuality to 
sensuous contempiation, and which rornantic art trmcends in its superior 
spirituality. 

Hegel, Innoductory Lectures on Aesthetics 

A brief contemporary critique of the Aesthetics can be found in Rebecca Comay's "Facing 

History/ Mernories of Resistance. Boltanski. Benjamin. and the Aura of Fascist 

Architecture," where Hegel is characterised as contributing to an aesthetic tradition that 

partakes in the phantasm of idealised consciousness, wherrby the artwork as Other. 

conditions - through king anthropomorphised - the possibility of a "philosophico- 

theological ideal of identity as the redernption of the dead or missing Other" (35)." 

- -  - - 

24 On this view, Hegel is no different from the various an historical interprctations of h .  The work of 
Heinrich W6lfflin. for example, based on a cornplex re-working of both Hegelian and Kanaan aesthetics, 



Hegel's view of the classical artwork is descnbed by Comay as rhe apex of the triad 

created by the classical, symbolic and romantic forms of art: "for Hegel the genuine 

artwork is always effectively marked as classical" (AI 34). However. although it is 

correct rhat the classical art form is described as "genuine," the "highest phase" (AI 96) of 

art is for Hegel the romantic fom, not the classical, because it embodies a "free whole 

which does not appear to be detennined from w i t h ~ u t " ~  While ir is m e  for Hegel that 

with classical poetry "we find ... a world hovering beautifuliy between the universal 

foundations of life" (AII 1098). this statement is undermined by its relation to his view 

that the romantic form of p o e v  "is the an which can exhaust ail the depths of the spirit's 

whole wealth" (AII 998). In these examples. it is clear that Hegel's valorisation of the 

classical mode is equivocal. at best, reveaiing the entropy within die dialectic. However, 

Hegel aies to circumscribe this slippage using the figure of the innate obsolescence of art, 

by saying that if the classical artform "is in any way defective. the defect is in art as a 

whole. i.e. in the limitation of its sphere? (AI 85). But instead, the splining of the arts 

into different modes, as weii as the positioning of philosophy in a different order, 

guarantees the impossibility of what Hegel wants to secure. the perfectibility of identity 

and the end of dialectical movement. For example, Hegel ends his third inaoductory 

lecture by claiming that "art has the vocation of revealing the m t h  in the f o m  of 

sensuous artistic shape, of representing the reconciled antithesis just described. and, 

therefore. has the purpose in itself, in this representaiion and revelation" (AI 61). But in 

inscribes the opposition of the extemai and internai aspects of an arrwork as distinct historical periods 
(Hoily 1984). Tbis schcma provides a basis for an art histoncal theory of cyclicd developrnent where one 
peak appcars in the clarity and rationality of the an of antiquity, which recurs in a second culmination in 
High Renaissance painting. In Wolfflin, Hegelian ambiguity is thus forcibly resolved as a totalising 
embrace of the cIassical. a scheme w i t b  which. according to Iversen, "postclassical styles can oniy be 
regarded as lacking coherencen (1993: 67). This results in a theory, "an anaiytic vocabulary, propped up on 
what seems to be the discovery and isolation of the proper object of a history of vision" (Melville 1990: 9). 
Keith Moxey has argued th* similarly to W6lnlin. Jacob Burckhardt, one of the eariiest historians to use 
Hegel, makcs operaiive ''the Hegelian form/content distinction that empowers the history of art to becorne a 
history of style" (1996: 9). What 1 am arguing is that it is possible, even necessary to rercad Hegei 
differently for art history. 

Hegel (1975). Vol. iI, 999. Hereafter caiieà AiI. 



the remarks that conclude the introduction, Hegel States that, quite on the contrary, 

philosophy embodies the ûuth-ideal of beauty, because ''in its highest phase art ends by 

transcending itself. inasmuch as it abandons the medium of a harmonious embodiment of 

rnind in the sensuous fom,  and passes from the poetry of imagination into the prose of 

thought" (AI 96). " 

Hence. these artistic modes (fail to) propel the spirit's attempt to achieve identiry 

with itself not only through. but m. the very forms in which it objectifies itself. The 

division of these prepositions (through and as) signals the dilemma that many art theorists 

have encountered repeatedly up to the contemporary moment when trying to understand 

art's framing by social and material conditions. in terms of relations with the spectator and 

with circulating political and aesthetic discourses." This debate can be focused in the 

usage of the form and content distinction. ï h e  same problem. as 1 have shown, rallies 

and organises the snidy and making of video art. Next, 1 want to set up this dilemma 

without trying to resolve it, in ternis of Demda's analysis of Hegel's theory of art,' which 

emphasises that the dialectic in the Aesthetics is, in general, analogous to a theory of signs 

whose metaphoncal structure is provided by the circle, a structure that deconstructs in the 

following manner: 

The mind must put itseif into its own product, produce a discourse on 
what its produces, introduce itself of itself into iüe K.... We are, right from 

23 It is quiu exmrdinary how indeterminate Hegel's daim to auth is. but importantly, these moments of 
rhetoncal ambiguity an also what aiiow the dialectic to work For example, the dialectic movement in the 
Aesrhetics is described in the foiiowing way: "However far, in the fdeal. spirit's detenninacy and its extemai 
appearance appears simply rtsumed into itself. stiü thcre is at the same Mie immediaxely bound up with 
spirit's particularisation, m e d  out h m  within into externid existence, the principle of development. and 
therefore, this relation to exmmaLity, the ciifferencc and struggle of oppositions" (Aï 177). 
17 In the second chapter. 1 wüi approach this centrai probIem of interpretive practicc in my readings of 
seminai texts by Walter Benjamin. 
16 Stephen Melville has written chat deconstruction has enterai the terrain of art history in one of three ways, 
either because of a "perceived appropriatcnws to the effect of work frequently described as posrmodern;" or 
as "part of broader efforts to bring Literary thtory to bear upon the consideration of visuai abjects;" or in 
order to " i n m e n e  ... in the reading of the texts of art history itseif" (1990: 5). Even though MelviUe 
acknowledges chat these concerus are bound to be "interconnecteci," one might add that these conctnis are 
not separable in the first place. We can see video discourse as pareicularly potent tenain for questioning 
bat sepamion, given its engagement with its own iatenexnial ties. 



the introduction. encircled. The mind is what it is. says what it means. 
only by returning. But art forms only one of the circles in the great circle 
of the Geist or the revenant ... The end of an, and its truth, WU have been 
philosophy. and so on ... The fact remains that art is stuiied fiom the point 
of view of its end Its pastness is its end. Its pasmess is its truth. The 
phiiosophy of art is thus a cücle in a circle of circles: a "ring" says Hegel. 
in the totality of phiiosophy. It nims upon itself and in annulhg itself it 
Links onto other rings ... the inscription of a circle in the circle does not 
necessady give the abyss, ont0 the abyss, en abyme. h order to be 
abyssal, the srnailest circle must inscribe in itself the figure of the largest. 
Is there any abyss in the Hegelian circulation? (1995: 26-27). 

In response to his own rhetorical question, Derrida makes the observation that "to the 

question posed in this fom there is no decidable answer... I note only this: the answer 

arrests the abyss, uniess it be already dragged d o m  into it in advance" (27). An 

explanation of this last statement can be found two pages prior to this discussion. where. 

in answer to the same question ("How could a circle place itself en abyme?") Demda 

holds that if Hegel's 

discourse on the circle also had to describe a circle, and perhaps the very 
one that it describes, describe a circular movement at the very moment 
that it describes a circuiar movemenf describe it displacing itseif in its 
meaning [sens], or else as if a discourse on the abyss had to know the 
abyss. in the sense rhat one h o w s  something that happens to or affects 
one, as in 'to know failure' or 'to know success' rather than to know an 
object. The circle and the abyss, then. the circle en abyme (24). 

The problem Demda identifies here is enunciative or performative in nature. I have been 

aying to argue that a project such as Hegel's c m  be written so that the self-reflexivity of 

the Spirit reads as a destabilisation by the self-reflexivity of the writer. which, in nim. 

questions the overail structure through which the argument is stabilised in the fmt place. 

exposing the Spirit "describing itself displacing itself' (24).= 

Pr Demda shows how Hegel's aesthetic circle places itself under erasure in several other ways as weU. For 
instance, Demda rernarks thar the m e  "representation of a naive consciousness" is problematised by 
Hegel's admission that "there is no absolute tteginning in science," or in Demda's words, "on a circle of 
circles, one is justified in starting h m  any point" (1987: 28). 



However. it would be dangerous to underestimate the difference between Hegel's 

use of the word difference and differance. For in Hegel's iine of thought. the hnctioning 

of the dialectic. as the following passage illustrates. relies on that ditference, and on the 

veiled privileging of one of the ternis. In appealing to onto-theological presuppositions, 

Hegel can thus create the meraphysical hierarchy and the conditions for the subsequent 

For greatness and force are txuiy measured only by the greatness and force 
of the opposition out of which the spirit brings itself back to unity with 
itself again. The intensity and depth of subjectivity corne ai l  the more to 
light, the more endlessly and tremendously it is divided against itself. and 
the more lacerating are the contradictions in which it still has to remain 
firm in itself. in this development alone is preserved the might of the Idea 
and the Ideal, for might consists only in maintaining oneself within the 
negative of oneself (AI 178). 

But again, a more complicated picture emerges upoo cioser reading. Although there is a 

tendency to label Hegel as a binary thinker, Hegel's treatment of clifference does not 

exactly privilege either of the terms of a binary. hstead the dialectic relies on a figure 

that requires more than a movement fiom A to B. For example. he says that even though 

"these opposite requirements may be put in this way: the material should be handled 

either objectively. appropnately to its content and its p e r i d  or subjectively. i.e. 

assimilated entirely to the custom and culture of the present. To cling to either of these in 

their opposition leads to an equaiiy false extreme" (AI 265). Earfy in his career, Derrida 

noted the way that one ought to think of Hegel's legacy when trying to emphasise the 

contingency of philosophical foundaîions: 

Despite the very profound affinities that differance thus written has with 
Hegelian speech (as it should be read), it cm. at a certain point, not 
exactly break with it, but rather work a sort of displacement with regard to 
it. A definite rupture with Hegelian laquage would make no sense, nor 
would it be at ail likely; but this displacement is both infinitesimal and 
radical (1973: 145). 



More specifcaliy. the foUowing examples taken together reveal the ambiguity to 

which Hegelian argumentation is given. Fit, observe this characterisation of classical 

art: 

[In the classical form] art has reached iu  own essential nature by bringing 
the Idea, as spiritual individuality, directly into hannony with its bodily 
reality in such a perfect way that extemai existence now for the first t h e  
no longer pnserves any independence in contrast with the meanhg which 
it is to express, while conveaely the inner [meaning], in its shape worked 
out for our vision shows there only itseif and in it is related to itself 
affmatively (AI 30 1 ). 

Again, one would assume that this explication completes the unproblematised and 

fundamentally nostaigic valorisation of a classical artistic mode, proceeding dong the 

same lines of legitimisation as traditional art historians dating from the Renaissance to the 

present, and through which Renaissance art, as a rejuvenation of the art of antiquity, is 

repeatedly installed as the culmination of the entire history of Western visual art." 

However, the subsequent passage shows how, for Hegel, the classical unified circle (in 

the fint passage) is both the apex and the iapse in the dialectic of the aesthetic problem: 

But ... when the Idea of the beautifid is comprehended as absolute spirit, 
and therefore as the spirit which is free in its own eyes, it is no longer 
completely reaiised in the extemal worid, since its me determinate k i n g  
it has only itself in itseif as spirit. It therefore dissolves that classical 
unification of inwardness and external manifestation and takes flight out 
of extemality back into iwlf. This provides the fundamental typification 
of the romantic art-fonn (AI 302). 

This is indecd a tortureci scheme, in which the trope of the circle becomes a circle within 

circles, or spiral, h u g h  which iinear geomeaic logic is mise en abyme. Rajan has 

cdled this image the "concave dialectic" (34). Clearly, it is of lirnited use to describe the 

displacement of spatial mapping in spatial terms. but here we are perhaps dealing with a 

* See Vasari (1965). Winckelmann (1987). Wolfflin (1950). Panofsky (1970). 



certain register of metaphor where the l e t s  of logocenmism become the most apparent- 

In a similar juxtaposition. Hegel assens, on the one hanci, that 

even in its gods the Greek people has brought its spirit into its conscious 
perception, vision, and representation, and has given them by art and 
existent embdmen t  which is perfectiy adequate to the true content. On 
account of this correspondence ... art in Greece has become the supnme 
expression of the Absoiute ... while the iater romantic art, although it is an 
yet points aiready to a higher form of consciousness than art can provide 
(AI 438). 

Paradoxicaiiy, this "supreme expression of the Absolute" (classicai an) is on the 

preceding page described by Hegei as failing to "pas  beyond the pure ground of the 

genuine ideal." in other words. "the opposition, grounded in the Absolute, classical art 

has not probed to its depths and reconciled." (AI 436) 

While we do need to escape the telos of Hegel's thought in the Aesthetics, iü 

determinism and xenophobia, we must not assume chat negation refers either to identity 

or nothingness. Indeed, if Hegelian negation is the condition of identity, insofar as it is 

conceived of as an endless movement, it brings into play the trope of the spiral. h order 

to be able to siretch the very limits of what is deemed intelligible. we should see this 

metaphoric distortion as productive. for there is constant slippage between the tems of a 

dual system of thought, as my analysis of Hegel's Aesthetics has underscored. The Ioss of 

symbolic coherence in the spiraliing dialectic aiiudes to those moments when sensory 

experience is in excess of any language used to express it. Because this allusion itself 

takes place within language, the limits to what it c m  revolutionise are shown to be 

continuously displaced. This structure of excess is akin to the not-yet-language of video 

as a re-deployment of TV technology. 



Chcutging P m :  screening (out) content/ (de)forming the g e  

Perhaps the most obvious criticism of a transculturai metanarrative such as Hegel's 

Aesthetics is the degree to which Hegel relies on the smicniral under-privileging of 

"Eastern" forms of art, re-creating in temporal and geographical f o m  the pattern of 

hierarchical stratification of aesthetic ment Keith Moxey has calleci "a historiographie 

hydraulics" (1996: 1)." Hence. in order to issue the c l a b  that "only in the highest art are 

die Idea and presentation tnily in conformity with one another" (AI 80) Hegel offen an 

instantianon of how that conforrnity is compromised in the artistic images of "the 

Chinese, the Indians, and Egyptians," because they "never get beyond formlessness or a 

bad or unmie definiteness of form" (AI 75). By an inverted and veiled logic, the counter- 

example, the indeterminate, binds the determinate, but remains excluded except as a 

negation. placed in the ultimately underpriviieged style category of the symbolic f o m  of 

art. There is no doubt that Hegel.> onentalism is foundationd to bis method, and 1 agree 

with Anne McClintock that as a result of Hegel, and the colonial tradition he subtended. 

"the snibborn and threatening heterogeneity of the colonies was containeci and disciplined 

not as socially or geographicaily different from Europe and thus equaiiy valid. but as 

tempord y different and thus imvocably superannuated b y history " (40).= 

However, as is often the case with Hegel's narrative in general, his argument 

seems to nirn on the impossibility of causality, on the textual level. Taking place at the 

level of representation, then, the displacement of Hegel via a deconstructive reading 

practice threatens the image-structure set up by early photographers iike William Henry 

3 1 For a discussion of how Hegelian "hydraulics" works in tenns of gender privilege as weil, see Irigaray, 
"The Eternai irony of the Comrnunity" (1985: 2 14-26): also, Chanter (1 995). Diprose (1991). Schor (1 996). 
12 For instance. The Birrh of a Nation as exemplary of dis unmitigated form of racist imperialism re- 
emerges in more postmodern technological forms such as the extended machine-gua scencs of Rambo, the 
camera on Gulf War bombs, or the ideologicai othering of nature in Twister. aU of which are to some extent 
indebted to Hegel's conception of the other as, by definition, smctly non-historical or temporally chaoac. 



Jackson. whose orientalism is e ~ e r n p ~ e d  in the 1877 album, Portraits of American 

Indians. Hatoum's representation of herseif as other makes a similar tear in the torality of 

the Hegelian scheme, as her use of the technology makes the video image of her body 

strictiy non-colonisable. While Hatoum's naked body appears within both layen of 

screens, the look of the viewer is not resolved as a result, because the piece always 

maintains a level of hiding, or screening out of the very same coloured body. The 

temporal shift between the fornial stills and the video segment is inscribed as didecticd. 

but their resolution is repeatedly delayed by the loudness of the soundtrack. the 

abruptness of the editing. and the slow motion, ail leading to an abstraction of the video 

image. Comspondingly. given the way 1 have read Hegel's Aesrhetics. the narrative split 

- the failwe of the reconciliation of f o m  and content or art's absolute self-overcoming - is 

defemd indefinitely in the very figure of the death of art. 

Hatoum uses video to talk about her culWsocia.i/sexud alienation, but her 

video also makes clear that this aiienation is characteriseci by in-betweenness. This state 

places her in a syrnbolic bind that she repeatedly makes reference to using the black and 

white, extremely grainy. repetitive, and doubly veiled image. What has interested me 

bere. in w n g  to focus on the material, even visceral. change in the piece. is how the artist 

stages this in-betweenness/alienation. B y resisting the clarity of simple autobiographical 

style. Hatoum is not making an uncompiicated demand to confront me with her already 

stable self-image. On the contrary. she uses her own body in a conceptuai and collective 

way, which is fofused in the multiplication of the screen. The stills from her parents' 

aparmient are a commentary on the discreteness and purity demanded by modernist 

expression. But M e r ,  this aspect of the video includes a larger culturd critique of 

sanitation of the fernale body. especiaily the non-white femaie body. The ~ s i t i o n  to the 

static connotes entropy and ambiguity. which. in her own Me, suggests an experience of 

the in-betweenness resulting from her forced exile, compounded with the prevailing 

invisibility and exclusion of visible minorities in the West So. Hatoum's project is 



connected to her experiences of immigration and isolation, but expressed as a broader 

crisis of histocy and interpretation within the collective language of communication 

media. To a significant extent, Hatoum cornes at this problem h m  a circuitous 

viewpoint, and in this way, her method resembles thar of Hegel. With a video art such as 

Hatoum's. the dualistic rwts of the "teiiïng" we expect fiom art is a difficult temtory we 

pass over and displace repeatedly. With Hatoum and other conternporary visual anists 

and art theorists, 1 take the Leap of faith that the implications of rnetaphysical theories of 

representation siretch beyond the theories that they maintain. 



II 

TEINKING THE ETHICAL FORM OF ART: TRANSLATION, 

M ~ O R Y  AND (DE)FIGL~TION 

Introduction 

h y  pend to which its own past has become as questionable as it has to 
us must eventually come up against the phenornenon of language, for in it 
the past is containeci ineradicably. thwarting ail attempts to get rid of it 
once and for ail. 

Hannah Arendt, "Introduction" to Illuminations 

What can Walter Benjamin's conceptions of translation and form, as expounded in "The 

Task of the Translator." do for my project of re-configwing the tems and conditions for 

interpreting video,= the language that is "no t- yet-a-laquage'' Y On w hat level caddoes 

that work take place? As noted in the previous chapter. such a question refers us in tum 

to prevalent efforts to come to terms with the epistemoiogicai impasse in pst-holocaust 

North Atlantic societies that, for instance. Arendt identifies in my epigraph. But let me 

insist again, that such a broad set of questions is best approached f ' m  within a close 

textuai engagement with the particular set of axioms emergent in Benjamin's work. I 

want to ask, what would it mean tu take seriously Benjamin's insistence that the 

"original" gives itself to translation? I hope to show that Benjamin's concept of 

XI In rhu chaptcr, 1 also k conccrned with further expanding the k t s  of the anworks that may be 
analysed in terms of the videographic incompletion 1 have thconseci as an artistic and theoretical practice. 
As 1 have said beforc, part of what it means to interpret conternporary art is to respect the lack of borden 
that exist between artforms. 1 am not fliming to draw out which interpretative mode may apply solely to 
video: rather I aim to suetch ttie notion of what may be c d e d  video to inciude ocher digital arts as weii. In 
fact 1 wiU be examining a multimedia installation piece that layers technological approaches to the image, 
much as did Hatoum's piece with photo stiils, double s m n .  close-up and slow moaoa 
34 U s d y .  Benjamin's work on reproducibility and technologicai change fonns a basis for the work done 
W g  his thought to conternporary artforms. 1 read "The Task of the Translator" h m ,  because my interest 
in Benjamin lies more with translation as a metaphor for the history and writing though whch we 
apprehend a multi-media arrwork 



translation works to both displace and rewrite common conceptions of "history," "the 

social"" and "form," notions that my thesis tries to pmblematise. I want to argue that in 

his work on translation and history, Benjamin manages to address a region of "historical 

experience" that many poststructuralists have disparagingly argueci discoune and art 

produce as a mere illegible effect Thus, his work heips us re-configure the discursive 

enmance of the Other, whether it be the Other of the pas& or the racial and sexual Other. 

In Benjamin, this address takes shape as the relation benueen "the law" and 

language; for where the law is usually figured as the inner core of a language that secretly 

dictates, identifies and constitutes its silent other, in Benjamin. the very relation of 

subject/object and originaVtranslation is re-written as "the law" as such: a law that does 

not rescue an original, a self or an other. On the contrary, this "law" inaugurates a 

rnodality of art and thinking that takes into afcount the mutual contamination of our 

mernories and our imaginings of past and future texts and events. Importantly, 

contemplating the enmachment of futurity on creative acts of remernbering is a posture 

already caught up in its own ethicai implications. 1 will therefore understand Benjamin's 

work in "The Task of the Traaslatof' as an attempt to theorise a mily diachronie and open 

concept of discursive practices and their borders. The resdf 1 will claim, is an 

articulation of the problematic of a responsible artistic and critical practice. Tryîng to 

gesture toward the existence of Merence as such through the cracks of discourse, then, 

Benjamin's method in a cenain sense anticipates avant-garde work in video. As 1 hope 

wili become clear, it is as centrai to Benjamin's method to fore-ground the non-distinction 

between text and image as it is part of video history to engage its own intertexniality. 

But what justifies the conceptualisation of ncutsiation as the figure for the ethical 

movement of historicd experience? In this context it will be important to ask. what is the 

mode of Benjamin's theorising? I wiu add right away that to a v a t  extenf Benjamin's 

essay is itself loaded with futunty. For. unlike a metaphysical text such as Hegel's 
-- 

3s Aiso experientid, or contextual. 



Aesthetics. his work gives itseif to other disciplines, other readers. and other moments in 

historyY In other words, Benjamin's essay itseif "bodies forth" a changing Iaw for the 

role of m o r k s  as metaphorical translations of past events and texts. Given the thematic 

link between Benjamin's theorisation of translation in "The Task of the Translator" and 

his conception of history in "Theses on the Philosophy of History," 1 WU take into 

account bot. essays in suggesting that Benjamin aims to corne up with a theoreticai basis 

for an ethical aesthetics of modemity. He insists that a reîonception of how and why 

history is remembered and mediated in language is a crucial correlate to such an ethical 

order. Thus, 1 wi l l  read "The Task of the Translator" in order to elucidate its 

metaphorical smicture. This includes the problematisation of form and content that 

embodies this "new" ethics. 1 argue in this chapter that Benjamin's conception of change 

as form can enable an open concept of difference. This will help me articulate the 

position that video takes up as a (de)figurative artform. and as  a rejoinder to simple 

venions of radical art-making and theorising in our contemporary moment 

Part of what impels me in my encounter with Benjamin is that much video work 

engages the problematic of rnemory in a manner that refuses to give up the possibility of 

being able to cornmernorate, but without the reinscription of a primordial or static 

remembered fact The process of questioning or association initiated with the viewer 

around the issue of remembering is crucial, for it links up with some of the most urgent 

questions that I pose to my own work as a scholar, and as a participant in the 

contemporary Western world. How are we to understand the relation between our 

36 In Hegel's Aesthctics, I found traces of a histoncal, genre-& and spiraUing way of thinking about art. 
Yet as a rheory it remains fundamentally unethical because it Lives apocalypacally off the end of the death 
of art. üke a judgernent day prophcsy. Nevertheless, it is obvious that Benjamins insistence on histoncai 
inscription builds on Hegel (though he is influenceci by Kant as wefi). Thtougb an inteiiectual anccsny that 
includes art historians Winckelmann and Ricgi. it is aiso cvident that Benjamin was influenced by 
dialectical approaches to the history of an, See M e r ,  Iversen (14-6). Nagele (1991) and Levin (1988). 
However. Benjamin adds a loop to the Hegeiian spirai that is of a different ordcr which 1 hope will becomc 
more clear. Thetefore, Benjamin's work on form, on one hand, and reproductive media on the other, is seen 
by many as precursory to theories of the moving image. and even the digitai image. and their abiiities to 
double the image event. 



engagement with objects. or representations of the pas& and our knowledge of the past? 

And how does this reiationship affect out postdations of how to change the future? How 

would one claim that the shifting of words (that 1 will claim Benjamin's essays work to 

do) poses a political challenge to the structure of thinking change - in our experience. in 

the social field? 1 want to suggest that the problem of memory can be highhghted by the 

sensory gaps created by video. For instance, Mark Cheetharn has said in a reading of 

Lamented Momentflesired Objects. Vem Hume uses "overlay." and "intermUing" of 

"visual cues and technoiogical supports" so that the past becomes "manifest[ly] 

inconplete" (199 1 : 69-70). 

Although ciifferences between photography. fdm and video cannot be e l i d d  as 1 

have shown, the camera has generaily been the locus of huge Western cuiniral ferment 

because of its disjunctive and double role in the changing nature of modem perception. 

Briefly. this disjunction c m  be mapped in terms of form and content If the photographie 

image is on the one hand an utterly fiat medium of presentation. seemingly without 

texture or material, evoking in a thin layer an exact iiiusion of the spatiality and 

physicality of figures. then that illusion itself makes the paradoxical promise of presence, 

while ac tudy  reiying on the absence or exclusion of the figure. Thus, the camera has 

been said to be the ultimately formalised medium. if it is used to erase mediation in order 

to present the fuliness of content (though cleariy such absolute formalization is materially 

impossible). So, the Hollywood Nm and the cover of Life magazine npresent such 

identity of fom and content, like the fuUy classical arhwork does for Hegel. This absolute 

(negation of) formalisation is akin to the kind of ûanslation that Benjamin castigates: and, 

parallel to the demands of video art to expose the smug seduction of mass media, he 

demands a translation that mediates self-consciously. The possibility that Benjamin's 

theory of translation opens up vis-à-vis contemporary art - in which practices of 

installation and reproduction technoiogies are dominant foxms - will serve as a major 

rallying point later in my discussion. 1 will focus on an installation by Sharon Switzer 



and a video work by Jan Peacock in order to show how acts of remembering and nanaring 

with the (video)camera and cornputer are muitidirectional and destabilizing of notions of 

fonn and content In this context, 1 want to see how Benjamin can help us cl- and 

M e r  elucidate the links that 1 traced in the fmt chapter between problematising history 

and the videographic structure of excess and doubling. Before 1 deai with Benjamin's 

work on form in more detail, 1 will look closely at the concepts of othemess and law that 

corne out of "The Task of the Translator," in order to findy speak about the continued 

impact of Benjamùuan concepts on art and its theory by looking at selected artworks. 

The figure of translation: inscribing ditferonce(s) in the image-making event 

Benjamin begins "The Task of the Translator" by insisting upon the directions that a 

consideration of mslation shouid not mat. He suggcsts that reception and transmission 

of content are major obstacles upon w hich tramlators usually stumble. Benjamin's 

resistance to the theorisation of an "audience" in this essay is tied to his need to 

distinguish between "the intended object" of a translation and the "mode of intention" as 

such." Only through this separation does it become possible to discem a law, and only 

then does it become possible not to ideaiise or freeze the temporal and mediating nature 

of translation proper. For if we begin by theorising a receiver, we will inevitably pre- 

determine that reception in some way. We are thus immediaîely caught in a circularity, 

which for Benjamin confea an intoierably apolitical quality on translation: if we have a 

pregiven, and hence, ideaiised, viewer or group of viewers, the room for change is closed, 

in ternis of who is an author or who is affected by a certain artwork." Benjamin thus 
- - - - - -. 

37 Benjamin, "The Task of the Translator" (1968). 74. Hereafter c a e d  ïT. 
YI This separation of "moden h m  "object" is heuristicaily vduable (though not ontologically given as 
such). because it aiiows Benjamin to thcorise the form of translarion instead of dealing with its various 
specific instantiarïons. This polemicd passage probably also represents a contestation of reception theory, 
paramount in Benjamin's concemporary German critical circles. See note 9 in chapter one for a brief 
summary of the multiplex debate around spectatorship. Of course, it can be noted that Benjamin's essay 
"The Work of An in the Age of Mechanicd Reproduction" initiated much of rhe ferment around the 



fkom the outset resisu placing form on one side, and the possibility of an ethico-political 

position on the other.1° Instead. he brings into play the controvenial insight that 

translation's "essential quality is not statement or the imparting of information" (TT 69). 

This distinction should, in tum. precede a clarification of the "essential" element of 

langage as it is worked on by aanslation. Importantly, however, the aspect of grounding 

that this limit-essence would provide is continuousIy suspended by the degorical 

multipIication of this internai secret in (at least) two directions in the text. Two 

interconnected but divergent spectrai notions structure Benjamin's thought as played out 

in "The Task of the Translater."" The fkst of these trajectories 1 will c d  the 

hypostatisation of experience, which is effected through a problematisation of fom. a 

deferrai of content, and a subsequent figuration of temporai ciifference. 

"To comprehend [translation] as a mode one must go back to the original. for 

that contains the law governing the translation: its translatability" (TT 70). In such a view 

is implicit the idea that the Law of translation concerns a relational movement: as such. 

this conception of the Law serves to displace the interrogation of the lixnit, or the pre- or 

non-formal, to the theorisation of the form as and of change. Hent de Vries has 

summarised this argument as one that "gives us to think that laquage's essence would 

consist in the communication of communication, in the giving of the sign, rather than in 

changmg role of the spectator with technologicai innovation. Indeed, this essay is seen by many critics as 
"fundamental to the understanding of the impact of technological media on society" (Lovejoy 1). More 
generally, Benjamin was interested in the intersection between philosophic anaiysis and the larger rapidly 
changing culture. Hence, Benjamin's thought engages the terrain of the spectator versus the artwork as 
already riddled with paradoxes of proximity and distance. shock and aura. voice and silence, invasion and 
protection. in  the essays 1 am focusing on, 1 am looking for places in which Benjamin uses dinercnt terms 
of debu, s&g away h m  expiicit notions of spectator and aura,, although no doubt my "readings" of the 
artworks in the last section arc afîected in important ways by the more commonly read "The Work of Art in 
the Age of Mechanical Reproduction-" 
39 Therefore it is immediately clear that Benjamin's thought provides a rejoinder to various critical models 
that wouid see political content as a separate, if complementary element in telacion to the artwork's aesthehc 
form. See "Benjamin and art history: Links to a history of video" in this chaptcr. 
(O 1 have chosen not to attempt to "evaluatew Benjamin's philosophical position (as if tfiere is one such 
position in this essay, riddled with fi- as it is), so as to avoid issuing caveats on how Benjamin is or is 
not usefui beyond the intertextuality of the prcsent essay. Instead, 1 imagine that any Çaming proposition 
creates its own limits within a theoretical endeavour: the risk is thaî we are the most Likely to adopt the 
posrure that we disavow the most vehemently. 



any [particular] function of signification" (461). To illustrate this point, I want to look 

more closely at the way that Benjamin deals with the fodcontent problem in translation. 

luxtaposed, the following two passages reveai this aspect of language and the task of 

translation it prescnbes: 

Translation keeps putting the hallowed growth of languages to the test: 
How far removed is rheir hidden meaning from revelation, how close can 
it be brought by the knowledge of this remoteness? (Tï 74-5) 

Even when a i l  the surface content has been extracted and transrnitted, the 
primary concem for the genuine translator remains elusive. Unlike the 
words of the original, it is not translatable. because the relationship 
between content and language is quite different in the original and in the 
translation. While content and language form a cenain unity in the 
original. like a fiuit and its skin. the language of the îranslation enveiops 
its content like a royal robe with ample folds (Ti' 75). 

The manifest differential in the relation between language (more or less analogous to 

linguistic form as it is used in the previous passage) and content enables the apprehension 

of historical movement and change; but this shift in form also aliows for the ushering 

forth of new rneanings resulhg fiom the "afterMeW of the artwork (Tï 73). Here we can 

see Benjamin consmicting an image of a translation-process that inevitably presents itself 

in a signifjhng capacity, yet which remains inevitably incomplete. For even though 

translation is "one of the most powefii and fniiâul histoncal processes" (Tî 73). it also 

" ironically transplants the original into a more de finitive Linguistic realm.. . .The original 

cm only be raised there anew and at other points in tirne" (TT 75). We are not to look 

upon this "transplant" with sentimentality or self-pity: we must in its fonn, as in the 

structure of the "monad of the histoncal subject, recognise "a revolutionary chance in the 

fight for the oppressed past." " Within this schema. we can look to video. as 1 have 

characterised it* for an ability to produce memorisation without reproducing a memory. 

" Benjamin. "Theses on the Philosophy of History." 263. 



The insistent movement of translation thus enacts the impossibility of the 

unification of fonn and meaning. Another way of saying the same thing is that when 

conceived of as analogous to translation, the artwork banishes the perfection of form 

(something which would actuaiiy guarantee its vanishing if we recail Hegel's system). 

For a historicaiiy variant form never becomes transparent in its perfection; it disdows its 

own erasure and substitution by content. Instead, the form of the translation has a 

complex relation to the form of the original, which appears in the non-mimetic s t r u c w  

of excess: 

As regards the rneaning, the language of a transiation can - in fact, must - 
let itself go, so that it gives voice to the intentio of the original not as 
reproduction but as harmony, as a supplement to the language in which it 
expresses itseif (Tï, 70). 

Here. Benjamin apparently wants to signai that it is the fallacy of our languages of literary 

and art interpretation to oppose meaning and fonn, considering that it is the a h  of 

mslation to make the meaning of one text resonate in the form of another. 

Remembmng from the k t  chapter the difficulty facing video critics when trymg to 

apply categories of form and content in interpreting video, d o w  me to trace an andogy 

here. It is worth restating that the fondcontent duaLisrn is demystifiecl by the formal 

multiplication of the video screen as a flamning device. In Benjamin's theatre of 

rnimesis. form is reconceived as a supplemenr; and the task of the hanslator is to make it 

appear as such. Similarl y, the task of the video-maker and video writer is to expose this 

theam in the video event. What is so signifîcant about this mode1 of supplement is that it 

also ailows us to conceive of video as a fom of social address. Therefore, thmugh 

Benjamin's mode1 of fom, we can respond to the historic embeddedness of video in 

popular and populist culture!. 

Again, when writing art theory, this (material, social) limit is best approached as 

a reconsideration of the task of writing history. If, as Benjamin suggests, there is a 



redemptive element in the law of translation as change. this consists in the fact that it is 

always ternporally and spatialiy inscnbed: the task, for the translatod philosopher 

/histonan. "consists in comprehending all of naniral life through the more encompassing 

iife of history" (Tï 7 1, [my emphasis]). in other words. "he grasps the constellation 

which his own era has formed with a definite earlier one" ("Theses" 263). Posing the idea 

of translation in this way thus diows us to imagine a relational law that is not totally 

contingent, that is. it is not doomed to act retroactively in an endless solipsism: in fact. 

the law I am naming here is immanent in and to the arrwork. This means that apriorism is 

irrelevant to my discussion of form. Nor, however. does Benjarninian translation leave 

the "real" or "original" or "materiai" unaddressed. On the contrary. "by virtue of its 

translatability the original is closely connected with the translation; in fact, this 

connection is ai i  the closer since it is no longer of any importance to the original" (Tï 

71). Inasmuch as translation should not anempt to restore the identiry of the original, the 

past, the real. or even the image, then, its value consists in the insistent presentation of 

temporal and formai difference as such. In other words. the form of this law (or the law 

of this form) of translation. is not rigid or closed; indeed. it "gives" itself to the future: it 

is already loaded with the futurity of transformation. Moreover this "law" does not 

disallow nanative or memory: but like video. it bears wimess to its own discrepancies 

and deformations, rendering it more difficult to simply "tell" something with art, and dius 

mitigating the violent erasures inherent in writing a history of representation. 



History, otherness and relationaiity 

Reformulating the question of translation in this way has profound ethical consequences. 

And the second of the divergences in "The Task of the Transistor," which 1 have already 

mentioned briefiy, is the transforrned notion of otherness that it puts into play. 1 want to 

propose that a line of thinking that engages repeatedly with the epistemological stakes of 

fomal change, by extension retainç a fully historical position vis-à-vis its own 

ontologicai claims. By "historical" hem, 1 mean the life and conternporaneity of a history 

that, according to Paul de Man, appears in Benjamin as "the errancy of language, rhis 

illusion of a M e  that is only an afterlife (1986: 93). Mon specifically, Rodolphe Gasché 

has characterised Benjamin's matment of difference in the following way: 

In differing in [Benjamin's] active sense, can the Other, auth or 
originary difference, be anticipated .... Although the difference thus 
created does not imply clearly divided realrns (nor a constituted 
Other), it anticipates the possibility of the radical ûtherness of tmth 
whose thinking does not fail into the powea of man [sic](lOl). 

Benjamin's concept of difference is in itself already a moral scene since it is a difference 

that does not constitue or expose the Other; instead, it must "expose us to him or her" 

(Nancy 66). Furthemore, this profoundly ethical gesnire opens the way for a linkage 

between revolutions within and without language. Effectively. de Man concludes. in 

Benjamin "what is cded political and histoncal is partiy due to purely linguistic reasons. 

so we can replace political by poetical" (1986: 93). Benjamin's interpreters have 

remarked that his thinking originates a kind of openness that results h m  the non-totaiity 

of his metaphorics. And with Nancy, I would argue the radicality of such a notion in 

terms of the collective transformation of our socio-political imaginings, for 

it is ... a question of a cornmunitarian existence of the work such 
that, whatever its genre or its hero ... the communication of this 
work incompletes it instead of completing it .... For the unworking is 



offered wherever writing does not complete a figure, or a 
figuration. and consequently does not propose one, or does not 
impose the content or the exemplary message of the figure.( ...). in 
which nothing holds back, where nothing remains within a singular 
limit, where, on the concary, everythmg is communicated and set 
up for identification (Nancy 79-8). 

So, the transgression between the poetic and the theoretical is also paradigrnatic of 

Benjamin's method. It is precisely this non-distinction that plays a dramatic function in 

iiiustrating how art can writelwork on creating meaningful change, and how theory cannot 

distinguish itself, but remains parasitic on, this writing/working. Benjamin's expiicit 

reliance on the (non-complered) hagistic quality of rheorising thus accommodates the 

experience and interpretation of art. On this point. 1 will insist that it is significant that 

Benjamin offers a theory of translation, nat a complete theory of Ianguage. His theory is 

iüelf filled with metaphon; however, it does not try to tie these metaphors into one single 

image that will make it make sense for us. It seems meaningfd that Benjamin is willing 

to leave each metaphor (the robe. the seed) unfinished, holding back the exact content or 

meaning of each singdar figure. Again. according to de Man. Benjamin admits that what 

is properly a mode of the artwork or translation cannot be pinned d o m  in a singuiar 

effort to theorise that mode. In tum, this incomplete imagemaking points to the necessary 

timeliness and partiality of any one type of intervention: 

Benjamin. who is talking about the inability of trope to be adequate to 
meaning, constantiy uses the very tropes which seem to posit the 
adequation between meaning and trope; but he prevenü them in a way. 
displaces them in such a way as to put the original in motion, to de- 
canonise the original. giving it a movement which is a movement of 
disintegration, of fragmentation (1986: 93). 

This aspect of Benjamin's theory speaks to the conclusions that 1 reached in trying to 

write (about) video in chapter one. For video's multiplex discourse cornes up against 

questions of historical methodoiogy; and like Benjamin, video critics have been forced to 



theorise the principle of historical incompletion as centrai to video's role in contemporary 

culture. 

To summarise. reading Benjamin for a cornpiex and open idea of alterity allows a 

counterpoint to the discourse of entities. Because if you cake his notion of the odier. it 

explicitly concerns that concept in its relutionality: it is thus freed up fiom any simple 

notion of meaning. 1 have tried to show that this typology of ciifference can be detected in 

Benjamin's re-conceptuaiisation of the temporal relation berneen the original and the 

translation. Through this formal manoeum. the translation can be considered in its 

othemess: the forma1 comection is there, but ailows for. rather than forecloses, a dynarnic 

notion of history. Articulateci in this way, form is perhaps no longer even form; or at least 

it is not the form that stands in opposition to content, nor a form that denotes the 

rnetaphysical gesture of "rnolding" matter: this "forni" is of another order. It concems 

k i n g  able to describe something as tangible yet fundamentaliy immeasurable. Witness 

the manifest split in the word "form" as it is defined in the Engiish: in its philosophical 

usage, as that which gives us the knowledge of a thing's "inner" thingness, and in its 

colloquial usage, the outward or apparent shape or configuration of a thing. While the 

former usage figures form at the threshold of the emergence of depth, the latter usage 

posits form as surface: the opposite, or the blockage of depth. Seemingly, Benjamin's Law 

of " fom" deals the with the philosophicd junchire of outward shape and imer structure: 

exposing the dialogical and diachronie life of "form" as an epistemological category. 

Simultaneously. the oppositionai and complernentary status of content is rendered 

defunct. 

Again 1 want to point to the link between Benjamin and the art historical position 

1 have theorised that sees videographic discrepancy as enacting a temporal and spatial 

disjunction in form. For the nontompletion of f o m  that his essay enacts and valorises is 

analogous to the resistance to transparency effected using the non-resoiution of the video 

image. Using a plurality of images, signals, lurninosities. framings and metaphon, video 



arrists and writers continue to draw attention to this non-resolution as an opening onto the 

world. The notion that the art work is not al1 illusion, but rather, works to reveai the 

suong tie between art and the expenence of living, emerges as the common concentration 

in "The Task of the Translator" and video art. ;My point has been to show that the desire - 

cornrnon among those who, like me, write (about) video - to historicise the distinction 

between f o m  and ground, and form and content, is centrai to Benjamin's theory of 

translation. Shortly. 1 will turn to two other essays where he addresses that thematic more 

e~pl ic i t ly .~  

But fint ailow me tangentiaily to address if and how Benjamin's theory of 

mslationmistory takes up a differentiating place with respect to postsmctural theones. 

most notably Demda's philosophy of the limit. In "Des Tours de Babel," Derrida 

provides quite a subtie reading of "The Task of the Translator." asserting peauasively 

that Benjamin's "requirement of the other as  translator" is the structure of the "relation of 

life to sur-vival." showing that "the survivor, is itself in the process of transformation," 

and that "[translation] gives itself in rnodifying itself" (1985: 183). But Demda 

predictably concludes that Benjamin "repeats the foundation of the [mscendental] law" 

(196). The grounds for this conclusion are that according to Benjamin's definition, the 

task of the translator is "confineci to the duel of languages" because, on Derrida's reading, 

"only the law ailows, starring from the distinction be~veen original and mslation, 

acknowledgement of some originality in the translation ... as originality of expression" 

(196). This assertion of simple causaiity seems contradicted by al1 evideace I can find in 

the essay, where Benjamin says, quite on the contrary, that "no fact that is a cause is for 

that reason historical" (70). As outlined above. Benjamin atkmpts to articulate that 

"expression" is not in the original (one side of a presupposed polarity); it is in the ever- 

cz Of course. 1 have chosen to examine but one place where Benjamin's interest in the small interventions 
bat bring forward a poetics of the surface or form as a polirics of incornpletion, Other theorists have 
Iocated analogous theoretical positions in Benjamin's' work on physiognomy (Nagele 1991: 105-7). drawing 
(Bois 1990: 178-80). the haptic (ïversen 15-6), and the museum (Comay 32-5). 



changing in-berneexmess of the polarity, irreverent of its directionality and, by extension. 

of its very constitution as a polarity. 

1 find Demda's critique of Benjamin facile: he chooses to dismiss Benjamin's 

argument about the poetic potential in ever-changing, non-complete fom. when he 

focuses instead on Benjamin's concept of "pure language." 1 have tried to point out that 

in a generous reading. the "original" and "pure language" do not in fact constitute interna1 

or sublime reference points in this essay. It might be interesting to diink of Benjamin as 

or at the limit of a posümicniralist theory of translationniistorylart, rather than vice versa, 

since it is not difficult to see how the Demdean absolute iterability allows the inscription 

of historical change in a way that is formally very close to Demda's law of translation. 

Indeed. this might explain why Demda has such problems deconsmicting Benjamin - 

perhaps Benjamin is more proto-deconstructive than Demda wîll admit. While Demda 

exclaims that perhaps "Benjamin proposes that we think the possibility of a historical 

linguistics" (1 76). 1 have tried to show. taking baclcward steps, that Benjamin makes the 

ailegorical moves that produce such a possibility. Demda suggests that "the Iaw 

does not command without demanding to be read, deciphered. mslated" (184), 1 

understand the law as nothing more thun that defTUUZdfTUUZd 

Clearly, however, I cannot claim (having developed as a scholar in the 

thoroughly Derridean ferninist terrain of early 1990's North America) to read Benjamin 

without Demda, either. Yet, the most telling aspect of Derrida's treatment of Benjamin's 

translation theory in "Des T o m  de Babel," is the way that Benjamin's thought gets 

reinscribed in Derridean terms: perhaps it is Demda who is caught up in "a classic 

philosopheme" of legitimisation, not Benjamin (190). Accordingly, the law of translation 

becornes. for Demda, "the trace" (185) that marks the da t ion  of languages. Similarly, 

the rnovement of translation is re-written as the "re-marking [of] the affinity among 

languages" (1 86). As an alternative to this philosophical terratorialisation. 1 would take 

into account that, for Benjamin, "languages are not saangers to one another, but are, a 



priori and apart from all historical relationships. intemlated in what they want to express" 

(72, my emphasis). Love and fkiendship, then, would be bener analogies thau the cona-act 

and debt metaphors that Demda thematises. Like the scene of translation, the scene of 

love is not about contentu but about the very ability to Say no to the progress of history 

while formulating a memory of the poetic expenence of love. Thus, for instance, 

homosexuai love cm be seen as a counterpoint to the relentless "na& Me" of sexuality, 

as it brings the focus of the scene of love away from the contenu of anceston and 

inheriton. toward the act of enunciating redemptive love for itself. As an example. 1 

want to point to the structure of excess in this passage in which Selma Lagerlof, a 

Swedish nineteenthcennuy author writes to anotherwoman author with whom she is in 

love, in defense of another kind of love. which is non-reproductive, yet profoundly 

historical: 

I see so many relationships between women in Copenhagen that 1 must 
corne to some clarity on what nature wants with it. (Of course 1 am 
speaking of completely honourable women). Therefore 1 now formulate 
the definitioa of love like this: the desire to know someone to feel one has 
the right to live. The one whom no one loves must die. What do you 
think? Let us leave the pre-historic de finition, it is ugiy. But my feeling 
for you was never ugly. 1 don't diink it ever was. M y  Say. that love has 
not said a i i  that it has to Say because it lets the world continue. It is not 
for the living more than for the becorning. And so, why could one not 
love any person just as highly? (24, [my emphasis]) 

U As psychoanaiysts would have it. pre-ûedipal. Oedipal or otherwise. 



Benjamin and art history : links to a history of vider, 

The more crucial works are. the more inconspicuously and intimately tied 
their meaning content [Bedeuhutgsgehalt] is tied to their material content 
[Sachgehlt]. F s  j correlation gives rise to reciprocai illumination 
between, on the one hand, the historical process and radical change and, 
on the other hana the accidental. extemal. and even strange aspects of the 
artwork. [Tlhe most meaningful works prove to be precisely those whose 
Me is the most deeply embedded in their material contents.. . 

Walter Benjamin. "Rigorous Study of Art" 

Cercainly, Derrida is aIso among those French thinkers who has admitîed the radical 

potential of other Benjarninian topologies to expose the h o t  of interpretation. in this 

passage in 77ze T m h  in Painting, for example, Derrida cornments on "The Author as 

Roducer" : 

Benjamin ... urges the author as producer: that he not be content to 
take up a position. through discourse, on the subject of society and 
that he never, even with these revolutionary products, stock up an 
apparatus of production wirhout trausforrning the very structure of 
that apparatus, without twisthg it, betraying it, attracting it out of 
its very elemenr (1987: 15 1-2). 

"The Author as Roducer" also brings Benjamin close to the set of problems 1 have 

examined with video. For in this essay, he prescribes the proper actitude artists and art 

theorists must take to the false separation between aesthetic and political concems, or as 

he says, the "unfniitfid debate" of the relationship between fonn and content (221). As 

noted by Derrida, Benjamin demands, in Brecht's footsteps, that the artistlwiter "not 

supply the apparatus of proâuction without, to the utmost entent possible, changing it" 

(228)." But in addition. Benjamin offers a more dificult point that is no less political. It 

is approached through the concept of technique. Benjamin defines technique as that 

44 in the most weil-known instance in the field of art history. Benjamin has spoken about the "betrayal" of 
the handed-dom apparatus in terms of what reproductive technotogies do to the auratic artwork. Se. 
primanly, "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction." 



which "concerns the function the work has within the literary relations of its t h e "  (222). 

This "concept makes Literary products directly accessible to a social. and therefore 

materiaiist analysis" (222). The debate around form and content is empty. says Benjamin, 

because "it has not advanced beyond the monotonous arguments for and against: on the 

one W. the correct politicai line is demanded of the poet; on the other. it is justifiable 

to expect his work to have quality. Such a formulation is of coune unsatisfactory as long 

as the connection between the two factors, political line and quality has not been 

perceived" (221). As a response to this need. Benjamin claims that this connection is 

constituted in the idea that the "tendency of a literary work can only be politicaily correct 

if it is also literarily correct. That is to Say. the politically correct tendency inciudes a 

literary tendency" (221). In other words, if expressed as a separate political "content," 

radical socio-political concerns faii to be cummunicated, because these concems shouid 

be constituted in the very exercise of aesthetic considerations and experimentation. 

Again, this approach to the problem. which Benjamin calls dialectical (rather than Linear 

and causal), allows the critic to "insert [artworks] into the living social context" (222). 

So instead of taking up Benjamin's explicit engagement with film or photography 

per se. 1 trace a different path in the effect of Benjamin's work on the crisis-ridden field of 

art history. Perhaps this path is more formal, but it is also more historical. In discussing 

Benjamin's "ethical poetics" of modemity and introducing the concept of technique, 1 

have aied to illustrate that visuai art - and more ~ p e c ~ c a l l y ,  video art - presents itself as a 

discursive paradigm that has iimiü and structures of signification, like any particuiar 

language (although this does not mean that distinctions between visuai and textual 

structures do not stili apply). In other words, we cannot imagine a reairn of art that is 

separate fiom social realities, nor fiom the written discourse that accompanies and 

supports it.* This is why Benjamin places so much emphasis on the act of 

45 For example. as Rebecca Comay points out in her anaiysis of the photographie work of Christian 
Boltanski, the traditional anthropomorphisrn of both architecture and its theory is sixnultaaeously an 



interpretaiion/ûanslation in estabiishing the political value of a work of art. Accordingly. 

leading video critic Sean Cubin has urged. citing Benjamin. that the artistic use of video 

makes it imperative to "historicise theories of art," for "theoretical activities are as much 

bound up in the particular historical circumstances of their making as any other practice" 

(1993: 40). 

Especially in North Amenca, the rift between material and meaning is often 

made more heparable by the domination of identity politics in exhibition and curatorial 

culture. In a forum on the Whitney Biennal of 1993, Silvia Kolbowski said that "under 

the rubric of the political in this coun W... there is a tendency to favour one [artistic and 

critical practice] over the other, 'activist' or 'aesthetic.' They dont have a productive 

relationship to one another; they are not ailowed to complicate each other" (25).- In 

Canada, for example, this unfortunate practice has contributed to the ghettoisation of a 

whole iradition of excellent video work dealing with the ambiguides and silences that 

surround lesbian identity. As a rejoinder to this problematic tendency. and as productive 

of the iransgressive poetic postures I have outüned above, Benjamin's thought joins up 

with the mode1 advocated by Yve-Alain Bois, who asseris that thinking about the history 

of the modem p e n d  in regard to art 

is a matter ... of locating a certain number of operations that brush 
modemism against the graia. and of so doing without, as is the case with 
ai i  the iconologies concemed with this art, countering modernism's forma1 
certainties by means of the more reassuring and naive ones of meaning. 
To the contrary, these operations split off from modernism, insulting the 

- . - -- - 

exemplary gwuntor and a forcefixi rcffcction of the ob iimtion of difference in the fascist building as  a 
cirlmination of the redemptive Westrm artwork (32-7). 
46 1 do not wish to elide the fact chat the rifi created by identity politics in cultural pracuces and their 
interpretation is a comptex political crisis whose ramifications reach far beyond my concerns in the snidy of 
visuai art. Mainly, this crisis has revolutiouised understandings of race and sexual difference in aii areas of 
scholanhip. where unified identities have becorne increasingly questionable as rallying points for 
community-formation, and its anendant legal and social activism, See further Butler (1990), Bhabha 
(1993). and Spivak (1993). Nevertheiess, my atternpt to understand saategies of video-making as a 
cornplex combination of aesthetic and political concmrs is one place where this crisis can bc localiseci. Ln 
chapter three, 1 wi î i  examine how this is also the case among feminists who atternpt to re-work the body- 
mind spiit, and in nun, how the problern of the body is instantiated in video, installation and Literary 
rnetap hor. 



very opposition of fomi and content ... which is itself formal due to its own 
binary logic .... For it is thus a matter of redealing modernisrn's cards--not 
of burying it and conducting the manic mouming to which. for many years 
now. a certain type of l'posmiodernism" has devoted itself. but seeing to it 
that the unity of modedsm. such as it had been constituted through the 
opposition of formalism and iconology, is fissured from within and that 
certain works can no longer be read as they were before (25,291. 

Furthemore. Bois has argued elsewhere that locating these operatioas is a maner of k ing  

"cornmitted to the study of the possibility of meaning, of the structure of signifcation as 

such." The ultimate goal of historicising "fom as a supplement" in histones of art is to 

develop a "more direct and less straàned way of connecting the history of an. the history 

of ideas, and the history of society" (1990: xxvi). 

Similady. in a recently trauslated essay called "Rigomus study of kt," Benjamin 

asserts that in "genuine" snidies of artworks, "forma1 questions are very closely tied to 

historical circumstances" (90). He posiu himself against "positivist art chatter." with 

which most of Ms contemporary art historians were occupied, as well as against an an or 

theory that would be "interested in problems of f o m  as such" (86)." What Benjamin 

points out in this essay as well is that if attention is paid at the level of the change in 

form, the work can be historicaliy experienced. In marked conûast, a focus on the 

iconographical at the expense of f o m  will make art and its history universalising and 

synchronie.' The legacy of the inherited dichotomisation of material (formal) and 

iconographical anaiysis and production - a rift undoubtedly made wone by Greenbergian 

formalism - means that Benjamin's thought can srill provide a rejoinder to the 

predorninant assumption in much current visuai art methodology that the history of art is 

somehow a less "real" kind of history. Rendering the distinction between art and life as a 

" This latter method would rely on the reduction of form to style. exempiified by the dogmatic formalist 
school of Heintich Wolfflin (1950). 
a Benjamin did in fact engage directiy with the episternological problems of form and the philosophy of 
history as relevant to the smdy of visual art He admiad to king influenced by Aiois Riegl, a Viemese art 
historian who was v i d y  unnanslated and ignored until very recently because of his acternpts to forge a 
" philosophicaii y informed, interdisciplinary symptomatoiogy of fom" -vin 79). Set also, Lant ( 1995) 
and lversen (1993). 



simple dichotomy is ofien effected by ignoring the connection upon which Benjamin 

constantly insists, between the fom - or the use of the material - and the historical 

circumstances. In fact, seeing art history in Benjarninian ternis aiiows us to conclude, 

with Foucault. that distinctions between intellectuai. art, economic and philosophical 

history are ideological." To illusirate these concepts funher. 1 want to turn to some video 

and multimedia work that inaugurates an important questioning process of distinctions 

between past and future. art and life. form and content and art and writing. 

Wallace & Theresa 

Jan Peacock's Wallace & Theresa (1995) consists of the slow repetition and overlapping 

of spoken, written and signed phrases describing the main "character's" feelings about her 

encounter with writing. Selected passages from poems by hi@ modernist Waiiace 

Stevens and the autobiographical writing of performance artist and writer Theresa Hak 

Kyung Cha are layered in a shdow screen-space circumscribed by writing on the screen, 

on a mnsparent writing board, and an insistent voice-over. In the beginning of the tape, a 

narrator reads in both English and Korean Kyung Cha's poem, written in third person. 

about writing and identity. She repeats, "She would Live if she could display it before her. 

and become its voyeur ... she says to herself, if by writing she could abolish reai Mie."  

Cha's traumatic experience of oppression and isolation as an Asian woman is 

cornmunicated through a desire to write her story. Importantly, however, the story is not 

offered in the video: only the desire itself is thematised. In the next overlapping 

sequence, the source of narration is blurred: a man, reading a Wallace Stevens excerpt, 

urges the wornan to take up the peu, to "tell me the story of di these things, tell even us." 

The woman's hand takes up a pencil. but each word she writes becomes unintelligible 

49 See note 14, ch. 1. 



FIGURE 3 Jan Peacocli, Wulfucc % Theresu (vidm still),  1985, ridcntape. colour. 8:35 
minutes. Cour~sey of V Tape, Toronto. 



FICCRE 4 Jan Pclicock. CVulluct! & Tltrrrsu (vidcu still). 1985. videotape, colour. 8:35 
minu tes. Courtse! of V Taoe, Toronto. 



FIGURE 5 Jan Peacock, Wulhc-e Ji 'Thrrresu (video stiil), 1085. videotapc, colout-, 
minutes. Courtseu of V Tape, Toronto. 



immediately aftemard. The act of writing is suspended iü grammar fails; and yet, its 

f o m  is repeated and changed into various modes. Clearly, the blming of the words and 

the source of narration are both part of the video content, but in fact. they take on their 

meaning as formal elements. 

There is a moment in the tape where 1 realise that the narrators are narrating one 

another reciprocally, though historicai power dynamics still make this reciprocity uneven. 

The collage of narration is the only event of the tape: the audible or visible statements 

actuaüy treat only the event of narraiion itseif. Therefore. no representation takes piace. 

The impulse to narrate and interpret is tumed back on itself. Moreover, the theme of 

refusal of content and deferred reciprocity is partly constituwl in the constriction of the 

video-screen space: in facf the video screen is treated as a magic writing pad. where the 

text appears and disappears. As if to draw attention to the inabiiig of the video to 

actuaüy mernorialise Theresa Hak Kyung Cha, a sign laquage interpreter slowly begins 

to sign the phrases fiom the voice-over. Subsequentiy, the double writing pad/screen 

breaks up into hectic electronic blur, as the soundtrack gets louder and more irnperative as 

well, reading "1 heard the signs ... Remnants ... Missing ... Never the same ... Absent" are 

repeated continuaily. In the last minute of the video, a photo stdi of Kyung Cha with her 

lovedfkiend floats across the screen, covered by the word absent. The stiffly posed 

snapshot aesthetic of the s t i l l  playfully illuminates the shaüow space that characterises the 

rest of the video. What is actuaiiy represented here is the gap in representation, the silent 

struggles that an autobiography can only miss. Nevetheless. cultural and racial difference 

is presented, because the most intense audial presence in the tape is the Korean voice- 

over. Even though the meaning escapes the Western viewer, the sense of the voice of the 

Other as a form of insistent address cannot be ignored. 



The false museum and the digital image 

hother  example of an intemxtuai. multi-media installation that 1 wiii daim displays this 

kind of videographic sensibility is the recent untided installation by Sharon Switzer. in 

which Switzer placed s m d ,  open aluminium boxes. filleci with rows of once-lit candles 

on shelves slightly below eye-level. Inserted in each open lid is a digital image showing a 

detail of an old photograph pomaying women's hands. To produce this image. the artist 

scanned the photograph into cornputer memory and re-configureci its orientation, scale 

and cropping in photoshop. The images of han& are overlaid with digits inscribed in 

smali circles. creating an asymmetrical pattern. B y using cornputer-reproductions of 

photographs (themselves alrrady reproduced images), Switzer Iayers techniques, and 

speaks about the prevalent replacement of redit-  by a dizzying collage of images. On the 

wail above the boxes, a senes of seemingly randomiy placeci, numbered pins form a non- 

figurative constellation; just as some of the han& in the photographs are "pinned dom"  

by numben. It is important to note that the photographs used are anonymous trouvailles 

from old flea-markets and bargain stores. 

The way that Switzer foms the viewing expenence is also significant: the 

consmiction of an angled waii mates  a corridor or passage-way, h c t i n g  the gaze and 

the Pace of the viewer to confonn to a m i c a l  museum-walk. But this rnuseum-viewing 

expenence entails a discovery of several enigmas. through the deiiberate contradiction of 

the museatic form and the lack of "content" (that which the museatic form conventionally 

exists to make apparent: information). Short of "viewing something." the viewer is 

forced to think about the freezing of time that "viewing something" produces. Around 

this disjunction, then, a series of questions are provoked: which faces belong to these 

hands? when were the caodles lit, and why were they put out? do the numben add up 

whiie pinning dom? 



FIGURE 6 Sharon Slvitzer. Cntitlrd (multimcdia installation). 1997, aluminium and glass 
boxes, crindlc wax. digital imams. [ilastic map pins. Courtsey of  thc artist. 



FICCRE 7 Sharon Switrer. tintirted (detail). 1997. aluminium and d;w* bores, crndlc w u .  
digital images. Courtiie~ of the artist 

FIGURE 8 Sharon Switxer, Unrirted (detail), 1997, digital image, Courtsey of the artiste 



Switzer raises a few crucial questions regarding the enigrnatic character of this 

installation in her own writing. She says that "an unfarniliar old photograph tries to tell 

me something, but oniy allows visual dues which solve nothing. It provokes a process of 

remembering that is at the same tirne thwarted by the image. A process that is about 

memory. not those remembered."" In Switzer's work, then, the detailed digitaiised image 

of an unknown and yet familiar hand is reused, not to produce a memory, but to shore up 

a thought-process around the idea of remembering as it takes place increasingly through 

sophisticated imaging processes. More specificaily. my sense is that instead of bringing 

something lost or historically p s t  "into view" - reproducing it - Switzer's work in 

Benjarninian fashion problematises the very distinction between art and history; 

signalling the principle that as it is recollected and projected, historical ciifference is 

made: in art-making. in writing, in viewing. Switzer's is a mcxiaiity of installation that 

shows that art demands to be judged and experienced (the two king intimately 

comected) histoncally. Thus. the logic of form and content, simple and dichotomous. is 

placed, poetically and pragmaticaliy. under suspicion. 

The histoncal references in Switzer's work - persona1 and mass death and 

mourning, Jewish identity, women's invisibility, the gendering of history - emerge as she 

interrogates institutionaiised and sanctioned or sanctified acts of 'lecording," "mapping," 

and "remembering" such as waiking through the museum, lighting the votive candle, 

photographing, pinning up and pinning down. An old photographie image has ended up 

in her installation, bringing it - and its history - "forward in the."" Instead of building a 

formal space for her (auto) biographical "content, " S witzer writes, acknow ledging the 

falsity if the promise of the reproduced image. that the loss of these unknown women is 

perhaps "mon [absoiute] because 1 can hold this photograph ~ t i l l . " ~  

Conclusion 

U) Unpubiis hed artist starexnent for S witzer's Untitled (rnui ti-media installation), Fe bruary, 1 997. 
'' Md. 

bid. 



Recdling Benjamin again, the othemess rhat these works put into play functions in a non- 

restinitive way. In other words. Switzer's reused images, and Peacock's =ciprocal 

narration and defemd content, do not cover over the materiality and otherness of the past 

or racial and sexual others. But like in Benjamin. that enigmatic region always seeps 

through - and sometimes explodes - to the present, especialiy in times of threat and 

danger. Although neither work offers a documentation of lives iived, there is nonetheless 

a way in which S witzer and Peacock rescue these women from oblivion. But as 

Benjamin says. "a real mslation is transparent; it does not cover the original" (TT 79). 

Clearly, the idea of "leaving uncovered" the aporia inherent in any kînd of representation 

forms a centrai thematic in much avant-garde use of video. computer and other 

reproductive media. Switzer's reinstallation of the uda~own cameratic image, and 

Peacock's usage of the screen to illustrate the deferral of autobiographical content 

precisely approaches this radical diachrony. Whüe materiality and experience are duded 

to in their othemess, Switzer's cropped digital image of the fernale hands, and Peacock's 

quotations and videofilmed photo of Theresa. are not meant to assure a deep or inner 

thingness or identity of a particular wornan. 

For, as Raymond Bellour notes, avant-garde work in f h ,  video. computer and 

photography has repeatedly corne face to face with its dation to its own physicality: the 

incompleteness of its own memorialisation. If my thesis fits into the larger intertextual 

discourse of a generai "history of figuration." 1 want to emphasise, dong with Bellour, 

that this discoune is "more and more a history of defiguration" (15). Because. just as 

Benjamin's iaw of translation theorises a constantly changing relation between what is 

supposed to be a "translation," or "transfer" of meaning. "an image can at the same time 

be an aodogic image (in the photographie sense of the word) and an image which escapes 

this analogical definition" (15). in the hands of an artist/translator, then, that excessive 



meditation cm shine through. and the form becomes re-confîgured tirne and ùme again. 

to thwart the emergence of depth. 



rII 

SKIN/SCREEN/SURFACE-BODY: ToucHING THE BORDER 

OF VIDEO hi METAPEOR 

Introduction 

Desire is developed through an aesthetic that transforms the depth of 
contact with the other into surface of contact Viewen are positioned in a 
way that forces them to abandon their negation of the other.( ...). in order to 
be attentive to the very surface of the screen where the body and the 
electronic apparatus corne into contact. 

Christine Ross, "To Touch the Other" 

In this final chapter, 1 continue to explore terrains in which form can be thought 

differently. 1 am still concemeci with perverting models that would understand fonn as a 

medium, or contour, that is, at best. transparent. Because such a mode1 irnplies that at 

worst. f o m  is a burden or a prologue to a transcendent content, whether this content be 

emotional, as in modernism, or idealized, as in classicd metaphysical accounts. In short. 

1 am looking for processes of opacification. I turn once more to video and its criticism. in 

the conviction that it can open up interstices wherr the social, material and residual 

(memory. the political unconscious. the corporeal) dimensions of experience mingle." 

SI 1 should point out again that 1 do not imagine the concem I m e  in contemporary video work to be 
uiquely addresseci in one artform. On the conuary. issues of memory, spectatorship and the body have 
been exuemely important within sculpture, installation, performance, photography and fila Tâere is no 
doubt that engaging the body and the ractiie has since the seventies constituted one principal thematic in 
artmaking of aii kinds, particularly in work that deals with representations of sexuality and gender in each of 
rhe aforementioned artforms. For instance, 1 can only mention the fascinating work of Kiki Smith, Tony 
Caro, Louise Bourgeois, Karen Fialey, Genevieve Cadiuex and Atom Egoyan. However, I st i l i  want CO 

maintain chat although concem and certain strategies are shared between these various mawiai 
approaches, video an works the bodiiy address/caress in a precise form. Furthemore. there are many 
contemporary theories of the body that I am unable to bring in here, such as in the thought of Emmanuel 
Levinas, Maurice Blanchot, Monique Wittig, Julia Kristeva and Nicole Brossard; and in notions of the 
abject. the grotesque, the carnivalesque and trauma CIearly, this debate is itseif too enormous to be 
satisfactoriiy addresseâ hem. I have decided to concretize rny argument about touch in one select video 
piece bat is then juxtaposeci with one novel in stories. 



Again. 1 like to imagine such a search as an intervention into an already available 

discourse that is apprehended rhrough various practices and presuppositions. [n this 

chapter. I wiU combine readings of some important video criticism wirh my interest in 

feminism, because in both of these discounes, theorists have engaged with and 

questioned psychoaaalytic and metaphysical theories of the body. An important bridge 

for feminists between poststrucniralism and psychoanalysis. Michel Foucault wili help 

me reformulate how the body rnight be rethought through its surface-image. 

1 want to draw out some important connections that 1 see between various recent 

attempts to figure the body as surface, or the surface-body. as a question of alterity. 

Expanding on diis line of thinking, rny interest lies in searching for discursive operations 

that complicate processes of "figuration," or. put differentiy. practices that show the 

imbrication of figuration and non-figuration, in order to question depth models. Here. 1 

use "figuration" to connote both its epistemological and imagistic sense. My aim in this 

context will be to implicate touch with the body, and to intertwine the body with touch; to 

rnake. of the gesture toward the skin, not a simple meeting, but a juncîure with many 

possibilities. many ways of multiplying the idea of "touching the body." 

In general, the disciplining of the body through a splitting at the level of the 

sensory, or proprieceptive (where ali bodily cognition is subsequently seen as remactive. 

and al ways aiready conditioned by a separate mind), is the foundational aprionsm of 

Cartesian ontology. Thus. the mind as a concept has been about foreclosing on 

discussions of the body. But ideas such as defiguration. and the sense of "touch" that I 

want to bring into play, are meant to throw suspicion onto such a hypothesis. One of the 

main assumptions that is at stake here is the location of the mind "in" the "interior" of the 

body. As I try to show. the rnind's locatedness acniaiiy conditions the concept of the 

mind as such. And there is an important way in which the sense of the body changes 

dong with the sine qua non of the mind. In my analyses, 1 will argue for the necessity of 



thwarting the formation of new ontologies. for exampie.* of "woman" or of "lesbian;" 

and of safe-guarding the tension impiicit in "representing the marked body," a tension that 

opens up and propels more experiences of and through o u .  bodies. 1 will examine certain 

theoretical project(ion)s of thinkers whose work represents re-deployrnents of 

psychoanaiytic and "antil'-psychoanaipc theories. as well as the "poetic" work of writer 

Rebecca Brown and the most recent video installation by Mona Hatoum.' Thus. 1 want 

to situate my own thinking within a multiplex feminist discourse and practice in order to 

be able to discuss (dis)similarities between video art and Literature. metaphor and image, 

and skin and screen. Looking at how and why touching the body emerges in current 

video and literary projects. 1 attempt to undentand how these practices turn on and 

transform conceptual oppositions as they inhere in approaching or using the body. Mine 

is thus a project of reconfiguring the activity of touching the surface of the body as a 

domain of inversions and ambiguities. a region in which dualities of covering and 

exposing, and hiding and revealing are made subject to another kind of mode. which 1 

have termed, after Christine Ross. an "aesthetics of discrepancy." 

The surface-body in psychoanaiysis: Foucault meets feminism again 

The topos of touching the body offers a possibility of intervening into psychoanalytic and 

metaphysical models that rely on divisions between normal and pathological, and inner 

and outer. In this section. 1 wiii ûy to cover some of the theoretical temtory dealing with 

this notion, as the body has been a favoured area of culturai disturbance in critical theory 

in recent years. Following feminist theonsts Elizabeth Grosz and Judith Butler in this 

n Although with our examples, we inevitably already inflect the tenns of ou debates. and 1 am not m g  to 
escape this bind. 
sa Let me repeat that 1 rnake use of these various selections in the belief that, fht, any tex& fictional. non- 
fictional or visual. is a place where theory may happen, and second. that the work of theorising is integral to 
forming a cul tudy texnued bais  for political agency and change. 



endeavour, 1 hope to diverge from onto-genetic accounts of bodies while remaining able 

to speak of the social, sexual and racial situatedness and markedness of bodies. 

But such a project is doubtless already destabiiized by Michel Foucault's insight 

that the disciplining of bodies, or the techne of bodies, has been the pnmary logic of 

regdatory subjectivation throughout modernity. In The Hisrory of Sexzuliry. Volume 1. 

Foucault often uses an insistently bodily rhetoric to mark the force of this subjectivating 

power, paralleling it with the circulatory and constitutive mutuality of the inside and 

outside of the body: 

[This power] imphed physical proxirnity and an interplay of intense 
sensations. The medicalisation of the sexually peculiar was both an effect 
and the instrument of this. hbedded in bodies ... the oddities of sex relied 
on a technology of health and pathology. And conversely, ... one had to 
try to detect [sexuality) - as a lesion, a dysfunction. or a symptom - in the 
depths of the organism, or on the surface of the skin .... The power which 
thus took charge of sexuality set about contacting bodies. caressing them 
with its e yes. intensimg areas. electrifjmg surfaces.. .It wrapped the 
sexual body in its embrace (44). 

However, later in the same work, as well as in various other interviews, Foucault also 

argues that reconceiving the surfaces of bodies is a crucial activity of resistance, for 

instance when he claims that "the raliying point for the counteratîack against the 

deplopent of sexuality ought not to be sex-desire, but bodies and pleasures" (157). 

Approaching the skin - or the surface-body - thus emerges as a crisis-ridden notion within 

the work of Foucault, the thinker whose work on sexuality inaugurated much of the 

present ferment around the body in critical and art theory. It seems to me to be significant 

that ihis tension appears as Foucault struggles to overcome the Limitations of 

psychoanalytic discourse. In his critique of psychoanalysis, it is no accident that the 

difference between inscription and production of the body-surface is a source of slippage. 

For what is at stake in such a critique is precisely the extent to which it is possible to 

deconsuuct the ontological distance that has been created between a pnor body and the 



c u l m  that inscribes itself upon this body as a rewactively observable fact In turn, is it 

possible to show that this distinction is used to reiQ the sutus of beings as dichotomous. 

i.e.. as "having" inner and outer "lives"? 

Recently. feminists have tumed toward those places in Freud. and Lacan's 

rereading of him. that deal with the body's place in subject formation. Both Judith Butler 

and Elizabeth Grosz have located the Foucauidian slippage 1 identified above within 

psychoanaiytic descriptions of subject-formation. In "The Les bian Phaiius," Butier cites 

several of Freud's works on corporeality and pain to show that. for him, subjectivating 

power works through "suffusing the body with a pain that culminates in the projection of 

a surface, that is. a sexed morphology which is at once a cornpensatory fantasy and a 

fetishistic mask" (1993 : 65). Similady. she argues, this understanding can be detected in 

Lacan's work on the mirror stage, where the body emerges as coherent and unified 

through the projection of an irnaginary specular image, cded the imago, the externaiised 

centre of the non-self-identical ego. As imaginary, the ego and the sense of the body are 

the permanently unstable sites where the spatalised distinction 
[inside/outside] is perpeniaiiy negotiated; it is this arnbiguity that marks 
the ego as imago, as an identificatory relation. Hence. identifications are 
never simply or definitively made or achieved; they are iosistently 
constinited, contested and negotiated (76). 

Butler thus fin& in Freud and Lacan an opening in the material genesis of the ego, 

helping her explain the instability of the power of subjectivation. and the prevalence of 

"sexual pathologies" such as Iesbianism. Inasmuch as both Freud and Lacan often 

ideaLized and naturaiised one chah of identification. the heterosexual and genital one. this 

process depended on legislating the distance between the psychic and the material as 

ontological. Butler concludes that, in fact, "the very contours of the body vacillate 

between the psychic and the materiai" (66). exposing the distinction itself as ideological 

and repeated, not ontological and originary. 



Elizabeth Grosz has also argued that, indeed the surface is a key notion in any 

anempt to opac- the representability. or a priori status of the body. matter and the 

sensory. in this context, she advocates the exploration of "how the subject's exterior is 

psychically constructed; and, convenely, how the processes of social inscription of the 

body's surface construct a psychical interior: i.e. looking at the outside of the body from 

the inside. and looking at the inside of the body from the outside" (1995: 104). So, an 

analysis of skin and touch itself provides the occasion for a revaluation of the very 

distinction beween the psychic and the physical. a problern which can thus only be 

articulated in part with the tools of psychoanalysis. 

The use of the Skin Ego: Foucault me& Anzieu 

We lack the vocabulary for kinesthetic "insights." for learning at the level 
of the body imago and its orientation in space. 

Margaret Morse, "Video installation Art" 

Yet, another way of expanding the tems of my discussion of touch is through Didier 

Anzieu's thoroughly psychoanalytic work on the skin's role in subject-formation. 

According to Anzieu, his theorkation of the "Skin Ego" is meant as a rejoinder to the 

presupposition. especiaily prevalent among ego-psychologists such as Winnicott and 

Klein. of "an 'inner world and its 'internal objects"' (37). From a broader perspective. 

then, Anzieu identifies this  qui^ crucial point of critique of much psychoanalytic theory, 

namely the largely unexamined and axiomatic conflation of what is so-caiied "intangible" 

or "invisible" with that which is intemal. Roblernatising the spatialisation of 

subjecthood. Anzieu defines the Skin Ego as "a mentai image of which the Ego makes 

use during the early phases of its development to represent itself as an Ego containing 

psychical contents, on the basis of its expenence of the surface of the body" (40). Even 



though he places the Skin Ego on a developmental timeline that is itself problernatic, 

Anzieu thus agrees with Butler that the phantasm of the skin as a tactile container - "sac" 

is his word - for the inner world is, precisely. produced as a coping mechanism that 

conditions being and speaking among others: "the Skin Ego underlies the very possibiiity 

of thought" (41). 

The Skin Ego, then, c m  perhaps be used to situate the unconscious as another 

example. this time of an "internai" phantasm. negatively defined by its lack of tactility. 

Lmporüuitly, Foucault and Deleuze and Guattari in his footsteps, have taken issue with 

the notion of the unconscious as insuficiently theonsed in terms of sociality and the 

limits of humamess. Along these h e s ,  Anzieu's work cm help to expand psychoanalyic 

boundaries in the conception of this unconscious. Indeed, Anzieu urges us to think the 

sûucture of the Ego. the "1," as "an envelope," making us face the "paradox that the centre 

is situateci at the periphery" (9). 1 would go even M e r ,  to claim that this decisive 

expenence of the skin in fact questions the very existence of a spatial, and morphological, 

"cenm" of subjectivity (whether it be the brain or the skin), therefore making it 

impossible to speak of that centre as saicdy psychical, or physicai for that maner. 

Furthemore, the reason that 1 feel free, Iater in this chapter, to associate freely this image 

of the surface-body with examples in the arts, is that Anzieu himself admiü that "the Skin 

Ego is a product of ... metaphorico-metonymic oscillation" (6). This observation is really 

signifiant, because when h i e u ' s  writing brings forward this complex notion of the 

surface-body as text, it opens a new way of approaching the problem of contextualising 

vision and the representations that frame it, a problem we have been addressing through 

an examination of video technology and art. The intertexual "oscillation" between text. 

the senses and the surface of the body that Anrieu gesnires toward is particulad y suited as 

a way to understand video's status as a postobject artforni, and i? will help me continue 

the theorisation of the discursive boundaries that video pushes. 1 wiil corne back to diis 



But even though m i e u ' s  work foregrounds the role of the surface of the body, as 

it were. 1 consider his examination suspect because it is based on an ideology of mentai 

health. For there is no doubt that Anzieu's intervention is steeped in foundational 

psychoanalytic distinctions between perverse and normal desires, and between a healthy 

abiiity, and a sick inability, to distinguish one's own borders. Indeed, the notion of the 

Skin Ego is iüelf a response to his observation of an explosion. over the past h r t y  years. 

of psychopathologies where changes in the expenence of the skin and masochism both 

feature as particularly dominant symptomatologies: 

Currently. more than hdf the psychoanalytic clientele comprises ... 
borderhe states. a state on the border between neurosis and psychosis. In 
fact, the patient in such a state is suffering fiom an absence of borders or 
limits. He [sic] is uncertain of the frontiers between psychical and b o d y  
egos, between the reality ego and the ideal ago, between what belongs to 
the self and what to others, is unable to differentiate erogenous zones. 
confuses pleasant experiences with painfbl ones (7). 

Clinicaily speaking. Amieu provides patients "engaging in masochistic sexual behaviour 

or exhibiting a partial fixation on a perverse masochistic position" with mental harmony 

through the healing of the Skin Ego to form a ~ ~ c i e n t l y  impermeable skin/envelope 

(41 ). Anzieu sees his clinical applications of the Skin Ego mode1 as distinct from Lacan's 

models of the subject, because. "in Lacan's view, the Ego normally has [a self-alienated] 

structure," whereas for Anzieu, the "Mobius strip configuration is specific to borderline 

states" (n. 124)." 

SB One could doubtless use Lacan's later work to critique Anzieu on this point Note, however, chat Anzieu 
takes issue with Lacan on anohm point as weii, on which 1 would to some extent agree wirh him: he accuses 
Lacan of "endess quasi-talmudic commentaries on [Freud's] texts, the mechanical application of his views, 
in the Light. not of a new field of pracuce. but of the 'advances' made by philosophy ...- the linguistic 
sciences in panicular" (6). Structural luiguistics probably did take Lacan away f?om questions of the imago 
or the bodily ego, leading to an increased reification of the division between language (symbolic) and the 
material. the Red becoming an unaddresseci specm in bis later topological schemas. This may explain why 
neither Butler nor Grosz use Lacan's Lam work. For a good critique of how Lacan's Real can becorne a 
transcendent re ference point in ps ychoandytic theories, see " Arguing the R d "  in Butler ( 1993). 



Of course. Anzieu's account of the Skin Ego must. each Ume it is re-deployed. be 

historicised and localised. asking it, what is the (sexuai. racial. social) masking of the skin 

that is destabilized? Under which social circumstances is it difficult, indeed, 

disadvantageous for one's own artistic or sexual practice, to think of the Skin Ego as 

either weak and flawed or whole and protective? Nevertheless, in his argument. Amieu 

attempts to balance delicately between the simcance of the body-surface in our 

experience, and the exrrexne threat to body-cohesion and control that a beaayal of the 

apparatus of the Skin Ego e n d s .  So. Amieu, as did Freud, creates a notion of the 

normally functioning Skin Ego through tracing iu necessary "rips" or "betrayals;" and 

indeed, much of his book is taken up by case studies detailing various Skin Ego disorden. 

Nevertheless, it is the apparent tension within this concept in Anzieu that actuaily 

anticipates most closely another theoretical position offered by Michel Foucault in a 

reading of Gilles Deleuze. 

In "Theatrum Philosophicurn" (1977). Foucault lyricaiiy speaks about "extremely 

thin membranes. which detach themselves from objects and proceed to impose colours 

and contours" (169). As a contestation of. for exarnple, Anzieu's symptomatology of the 

borderline case, he states that 

this expanding domain of intangible objects ... must be integrated into our 
thought: we must hcu la t e  a phiiosophy of the phantasm that cannot be 
reduced to a primordial fact through the intermediary of perception or an 
image, but that arises between surfaces. where it assumes meaning, and in 
the reversal that causes every interior to pass to the outside and every 
exterior to the inside, in the temporal oscillation that always makes it 
precede and foliow itself. in short, in what Deleuze would perhaps not 
allow us to cail its 'incorporeal materialit.' (169). 

Importantly, these "phantasms do not extend organisms into an imaginary domain; they 

topologise the materiaky of the body" (170). Foucault, in trying to theorise a mode1 of 

thought that does not take itself as separate from the body, asks us to "imagine a stitched 

causality: as bodies coliide, mingie and suffer. they create events on their surfaces. events 



that are without thicbess" (173). This passage reveals in more thought-out form the 

provocative ideas 1 quoted above f?om The History ofsexuality. What could this stitched 

causality, as a topologised bodily surface. look like? 

Etrange body/porous body: time and video turned insidesut and back around 

Shooting so near to the body's surface that recognition falters, the camera's 
macroscopic lem tums identification inside-out: generates the body as 
condensation upon an electronic skin. 

Dot Tuer, "Perspectives of the Body in Canadian Video Art" 

What 1 want to suggest is that Foucault's surface-theory anticipates video's tendency to 

chronicle the gaps between concepts, bodies. and imer and outer spaces - and the new 

connections that form berneen surfaces in those gaps. This tendency has been described 

by video and cornputer critic and artist Christine Tamblyn. who States that 

perhaps video now functions as a comrnunitarian medium that fosters the 
"post-interiority" of the posmodem condition. Video may be 
insmrnental in eradicating the boundaries modemist modes of interiority 
have erected between subjects. The world of video images and signs is 

- situated dirrctly between directly Lived experiences and thought processes. 
Thus, video efficaciousl y chronicles the differences that emerge wi thin the 
body from the repetition of rhythrns. gestures, and cycles (27). 

So, as 1 suggested in chapter one, video has histoncally k e n  webbed to the body, not 

only by king used consistently in recording the body and rendering it an intelligible 

object or text, that is, screening the body in; but also. as Tamblyn emphasizes, it has been 

given great value in video art from early on as an uneasy and enigmatic link between the 

experiential and the discursive. A better way of saying this is that artists have invaded 

everyday corporeal acts with the carnera, by making the body osciliate between the legible 

and the illegible, the resolved and the unresolved. the social and the intimate, and the 





contained and uncontainable. Thus. in my reading of Mona Hatoum's video piece 

Changing Pans, 1 indicated the doubling of the screen as a deliberate way of effecting 

this twofold experience of reading the body of the artist for me as a viewer. 

The preoccuparion with surface in Foucault's "philosophy of the phantasm," and in 

Anzieu's concept of the Skin Ego, 1 would argue, is also analogous to the videographic 

sensibility displayed in the most ment video installation by Mona Hatoum, called Corps 

étranger (1994). To produce her video for Corps éiranger, Mona Hatoum underwent 

endoscopic and coloscopie fibre optic imaging professes. In the installation, this video is 

screened level with the floor in a smali but high circular chamber with two narrow 

openings for viewers to enter and exit. In particular, touching becomes a theme in this 

installation, as the viewing chamber creates a constricted viewing space, where the very 

proximity of the body of the viewer to the screen induces what one viewer has c d e d  a 

sense that "what one sees is relentlessly tactile."' The video and its method of 

installation thus combine to mate a viewing experience that is overwhelming in its 

sensory invasiveness. The video is filmed in large and distorting scale as the carnera 

journeys dong the skin of the artist, entering each orifice as it is encountered, only to 

reemerge when it can go no further. 

In a recent reading of Hatourn's piece, Frances Moms descnbes it as "exploring 

the world beneath the flesh," and "pushing our appetite for the fantastic to the limits" 

(102); however, I would, on the conaary. characterise the piece as h n g  on the surface 

of the body as a conaadiction, making what is "beneath" or "beyond" the skin more 

difficult to c iasse .  Where. in facf does the skin end? This marked opacification of 

depth takes place at the level of the artist's body: at rimes, 1 can see that Hatoum's is a 

fernale, brown-skinned and dark-haired body. But the more information the camera 

gives, the more difficult it is to discem the contours and layerings that demarcate the 

borders of the body. As the body is tumed inside out, it is impossible to know where the 

'' A comment on the installation made by E b b e t h  Harvey. 



orifice ends and the skin begins: the limits of seeing are exposed, as the aesthetics of the 

bodily landscape seem to become abstract. Hatoum uses this process of abstraction to 

make the video camera nini on itself in front of the viewer. to undo empiricd claims tied 

to the clarity of vision, and succumb to the haptic universe of ill-defined superficial and 

ever-changing sensory exchange. 

The inside-out expenence of the body involves a sense of flanening. in that it 

confuses rather than clarif~es the recognition of one's own. or the other's body. In an 

interview. Hatoum describes the making of Corps étranger as a kind of narcissistid 

masoc histic double process: 

A camera is hooked up to the [coioscopic] mechanism and you actudly 
see yourseif on the monitor. 1 started directing the doctor. I'd Say, 'Go in a 
bit M e r  and do it again,' and he'd Say, 'No! Once is enough!' (1994: 13). 

Hatoum's is lhus an art that is about the insistent birth-performance of a surface king that 

has the chiasrnatic structure of penetratorlpenetxated. This doubling or opacification 

structures the formal movernent of the carnera as weii. Frances Moms ciaims that in 

Hatoum's earlier work, "the spectator was empowered--often as a voyeur." whereas in this 

and other later works, "the spectator was entrapped" (103). In my view, it would be more 

accmte to Say that the dichotomy of empowered venus entrapped spectatorship is 

opened up by the double exposure and con.fkontaiion that is enacted by the video: whiie 

the viewer is invaded by the shocking imagery of the inside of Hatoum's body, that 

unimaginably physical and private space. Hatoum's body is seemingiy demystified and 

flayed open, exposed. But the source of the gaze is inverted when the screen passes over 

the eye of the artist. Because of its round and convex shape, the screen momentarily 

becomes a seeing eye. So, each movement of invasion is bi-directional. 1 do not want to 

posit a falsely harmonious reciprocity, but rather regard the positionalities of object and 

subject of the gaze in Corps étranger as thoroughly destabilized through the movement of 

unveiling and covering the screen/skin. 



And in fact, the video screen is not able to divuige the secrets of what constitutes 

the inside of the body, neither by differentiating it from the skin. nor by differentiating 

various orifices. Rather. the screedeye is duplicitous and confuses the nostril. the anus, 

the nipple and the navei. The piece rhus commenü on the notion that as the greatest 

metaphor for scientific discovery, the camera stands apart in its capacity to image 

incogitable parts of the human body. The tools of coloscopie and endoscopie imaging are 

already deployed within Western medical science. which Iargely preoccupy themselves 

with abjecting the sick, femde, and raciaily and age-marked body. In Hatoum's work 

then. die promise of real-time documentation proves false as the canera's touching and 

penetration of the body obfuscates. aestheticises and redirects itsefl, canelling the 

presumed goal of the imaging process. The architectural part of the installation gives this 

ambiguity another dimension, acting at once as a cavemous, da&, womb-like container, 

and an isolating, insulating cage. 

Furthemore. as critic Jessica Morgan contends, "the potential ambivalence of the 

reading extends to the very title of the piece. For Corps é m g e r  is both a 'foreign body' 

that must apparentiy somehow be purged and. irnplicitly, the body of a saanger" 

(Cameron and Morgan 4). So, the double meaning of étranger in this case points to the 

sudden interchangability of viewer and viewed. as dong with Hatoum, the viewer 

experiences the externalisation of the inside of the body as a becoming-strange of her own 

body. In the context of this experience, Kaja Silvennan has said that seeing oneself 

imaged is painhil for everyone because "what is determinative for each of us is not how 

we see or would Idce to see ounelves, but how we are perceived by the culturd gaze" 

(1996: 19). But the video also serves as a metaphorisation of the experience of racial 

noms in the West, in light of the continued legai, social, and economic repression of 

groups whose racially marked bodies present an insistent ciifference at the level of seeing. 

On this particular issue, Siiveman goes on to say that since, in Western societies, "the 

imposition of. ..forms of ciifference depends upon the imaginary alignment of certain 



subjects with what is negative rather than ideal, the images through which the subject is 

culturaily apprehended do not dways facilitate the production of a loveable body ego" 

(1996: 19). 

Another way of saying this is that what we encounter in Corps étranger is a video 

artist's struggle to understand how, with certain operations, video can be used against 

itself. in order to engage the contemporary problem in media-colonized Western society 

of "the dative fusion/confusion of the facmal ... and the virtual; the ascendancy of the 

'reality effect' over a reality principle already largely contested in physics" (Vinlio 1994: 

60). Moreover, the (de)figuration enacted by this work Uustrates that around a 

reconception of the body foms an apposite region of videographic agency, because 

that body without orifices - without pores or holes where smeils and 
noises emerge - is a visual body, and it is in the audiovisual that it must be 
made porous again. Video disassembles the ontological pretence of the 
image (its pretence to presence) by creating a porous and extensible tirne 
out of what otherwise is consmcted as the irrefragible instant of sight 
(202). 

In Hatoum's piece. otherness is signalled through drawing attention to the electdkd and 

lurninous - temporaliy ever-changing - screen . This aspect is reinforcd by the fact that 

the screen itself functions as a sensory juncture, parallehg the surface-body: it draws the 

viewer in to iü supeficiality with its loud and sound-track (Hatoum's breathing layered 

with her heartbeat) and its electronic vibrations (high-pitched sound and tactile 

vibrations). Through her dissident use of the camera and the installation structure. 

Hatoum d o w s  the constantly invemng experience of the skin/screen to be separated 

from a reified body (a limb as part of a whole, touching or seeing as a prefiguring of 

knowing). Corps étranger can be described as a constant operation of fragments of an 

image coming in and out of resolution. neither abstract nor figurative, or both at once. 

Mona Hatoum's piece, and Rebecca Brown's stories, as 1 will suggest shonly, 

show that such concenixated use of the carnera as touching the surface-body c m  help us 



question the bordes between the material or formal aspects of representations, and their 

ability to tell us sornething about ou .  experience. The questioning of "figuration" 

conceived of as a juncture of the surface body and metonymic language - Foucault's 

"philosophy of the phantasm" - aiso jusrifies a tearing down of the bordea between 

poetry, fiction and visual art. Hen. we are crossing some of the same territory thar 

Benjamin helped us negotiate in chapter two, when he equaks the work of art with the 

process of translation in order to show iu ethicai presentation of ciifference. When 

comparing the imagistic quality of both works, 1 h o p  it will become clear that Hatoum 

and Brown hpon saategies from each other. Let me postdate that the relation between 

the tactile surface-body and the video/literary image is analogous to the relation between 

the original and the translation: images never replace touching, nor is touching more 

fundamental or primitive than seeing; and neither can lead to the absolute or pure 

representation of the body, the past, or the Other as such. The Iayered use of tactility and 

seeing shows how each sense frames the other, making it possible to histoncise each one 

in tum. 

The breakable container: surface expenence in the Iesbian body degory 

In the context of Brown's The Terrible Girls, 1 want to re tm briefly to Anzieu's work. 

As 1 explained above. the experience of the skin as a container conditions selfhood, or 

better put. the exteriorisation of part of oneself is necessary in order to be able to "have" a 

self. A crucial part of Anzieu's conclusion of his work on the Skin Ego, speaking about 

iü importance for his clinical practice. is that he leamed through his patients' struggles to 

corne to grips with the significance of their skin, that "the spoken word and even more, 

the written word, has the power tofwiction us a skin" (23 1, [my emphasis]). By 

extension, on my reading, these works by Hatoum and Brown show that the precise 



recognition of a body through the separation of the skin and phantasm does not, in fact, 

condition political and social change. 

The Terrible Girls offen stories of b o d y  experience and desire that don't remain 

indifferent to the paaiarchai and heterosexist subjectivating power, but which noaetheless 

ailegorise the way in which surface-experiences and phantasmatic identifications are 

already crossed and contaminated by each other. This transgression is embodied by 

lesbian phantasy and sexual contact. 1 want to point to Brown's novel as a work that both 

saetches and displaces Amieu's psychoanalytic definition of the Skin Ego, and that re- 

writes its (lack of) place within "lesbian desire" as weli. Going dong with Butler in her 

theorkation of the lesbian phallus. 1 see this re-writing as a poetic saategy that can 

provide the basis for a sustained politicai critique. The "violence" of the various bodily 

acts, dong with the constantly shifang and failing identifications in Brown's stories speak 

sirnultaneousiy about the framing of human desire, when they degorise and diveni@ the 

bodily touching as bah inside (fantasy and the compulsion to repeat) and outside 

(poiitical objecaon/rage/punishment).~ 

In 7'he Ten-ible Girls. the action, the emotional investments. the journeys and the 

everyday routines of the characten are narrated in terms of corning to grips with a body- 

surface or a body part that is ambiguously but repeatedly exchanged, lost, tmisferred or 

buried. The body and its iimbs, especiaily the skin and the hands. are not sirnpiy 

psychically invested; indeed, they stand in for the psyche. Each "terrible girl" story is 

narrateci in fint person, giving an embodied feel to the voiceihand that is teiiing/writing 

the tale. This sense of embodùnent is subsequentiy problematised as the reader 
- 

54 The violence of the irnagery in The Temble Girls is quite saiking. 1 have decided to subsume aü kinds of 
bodily "contactn under "touching" because the issue of violence is too complex to deat with weli hem 
However, 1 do not mean to suggest that there are not different kinds of such contact, more or less traumatic 
to the body-border-expenence. Note that 1 do feel that the kind of violence metaphorised in The Terrible 
Girls which for me displaces the distinction between body and psyche is of the same order as coasensual 
taboo sex practices (SM, My-piercing, etc). It is thus radicdy disjunct h m  the kind of violence chat 
queers. women and chddren encounter in their homes and on the sûeets. The former kind of poetic violence 
unrnasks the public inscrutability of the female and queer body, whiie the latter relies on that samc 
inscrutability in order to go undettcted. 



encounters the allegorical dismembering and re-membering of the characten' s kins and 

extreniities. In the fust story, "The Dark House." the hand of the desired woman 

repeatedly cornes to represent the narratorfprotagonist's desires: that is. it becomes the 

interface of her own and the other's desires. The desired woman's wishes are perceived 

by the narrator as an acting hand: "You spoke to me ... with hands and tongue and teeth 

and with ... your mouth," (6) "the hmds came off my mouth and 1 could see who had 

abducted me: you." (7) and "you dropped your han& to your sides. 1 looked at hem" (7). 

Furthemore. the protagonist/narrator speaks of her lover's body part as if she has created 

it as a phantasmatic subject. Io the foUowing passages from "The Dark House," these 

fantasies emerge as repetitive and compensatory in nature: 

But 1 told myself that you had waved ... It was so lovely what 1 saw, and so 
much what 1 wanted, that 1 closed my eyes between the floors and saw the 
sight of your hand waving in to me (8). 

Though 1 couldn't see, 1 pretended 1 could. the back of your head, and it 
turned around and looked at me (1 5). 

1 close rny eyes and imagine your hand waving out to me (24). 

In "What 1 Did." a bag is ritualistically installeci as  an appendage that is a 

condition for survival. The bag is explicitly hypostatised as a body, its surface equated 

with skin: "1 felt the skin of the bag on the skin of my back thmugh my shirt," and "the 

skin of the bag was tough" (102). The bag. as an extenorsed surface-body. or sac. to use 

Anzieu's tem. is expenenced as a liability in " r d "  Me: "my job was to carry the bag and 

1 did my work hard but "1 would have been relieved to stop carrying the bag" (1065). 

However. the bag is also eroticised as an object that can provide satisfaction in fantasy. 

becoming orgasmic precisely at the moment of borderexperience: 

But this time when 1 rested. how 1 dreamt of my bag! 1 dreamt that 1 was 
walking and 1 didn't have the weight on me and 1 was on a different 
path ... Then there was a hand and the hand was pointing and 1 saw the 



bag. I kneeled on the moist ground ... and slowly. slowly put my hand 
around the bag. The bag was waxm. The bag was soft as skin. Then 
easily, so easily, the bag opened itself to me ... the skin slipped apart like 
oil. it opened like a bud and there was a sweet, clean smeli like a blessed 
thing, like a thing released ( 107). 

Apparentiy. then. the bag figures both the pleasure of exteriorising the skin. and the 

experience of touching the skin of the other. Thus, this metaphorisation of the bag defies 

the dichotomous structure whereby one is eidier touching or touched, penemtor or 

penetrated, and pleasured or pained, taking on the chiasmatic structure of Hatoum's Corps 

étranger. It also questions the neat distinction that Anzieu draws between rncisochistic 

and normal subjectivity, as weli as between healthy and unhealthy versions of the Skin 

Ego. 

The extremes of this fictional combination of lesbian phantasms and body 

betrayals are narrated in "Junk Mail." In this story, again, each step of a love movement 

is dehbed in ternis of the body and its (dis)membering. In some instances, the narrator 

describes her phantasmatic self-image as disembodied, or at least as minimdy embodied: 

"1 imagine myself a bird. I imagine myself in the beUy of a plane;" "Tm thin and lithe and 

cool and dry and sharp;" (39) and "1 see myself. r m  floating above it like a silent, separate 

eye. no form or body ... ï'rn the littfe shape I see below me. so tiny and sharp" (4 1 ) Yet, the 

altemate extreme of the touch of a lover lies in the following experience of total 

dissolution, and its obverse, totai embodiment. Neither wholeness nor detachment are 

means of escape; rather, this bodily phantasm repeats the relentless vaciiiation between a 

tightening ( s u f f ~ ~ a ~ g )  skin and a dissolved (exploded) one: 

Ill send me back to you, my love ... It isn't just an ordioary box i'm in, but 1 
don't notice this until I wake up in your tender amis again ..lm curled up  
inside this tiny box...and you're winding me up. niming a crank in my 
back ... And every crank you tum gets me wound up tighter ... My skin 
tightens, about to pop ... My neck is arcing down into my chest. My b a t  
arms squash into my ribs ... When the crank is wound so tight that even you 
can't crank it any more, when rm so tight and doubled over, about to 
burst, that's when we both breath a breath that's just aiike. We hold it, 



then--pop!--[ spew out from the lid, my amis shot apan like uncomected 
sleeves. little red bits of my fingen splatter like pimentos on the ceiling, 
my ribs cracked sideways. my toao gouged rny face split like a cunain 
(39-40). 

In this passage. the metaphonsation of love and touch as betrayals of the discreteness of 

body-borden is particularly explicit. The failure of skin this urne is to not adequately 

demarcate between the two lovers. In the above passage. the moment of desire is fulfiled 

when the narrator is in pieces. "in [her lover's] tender arms again;" whereas the moment 

of identification - "we both breathe a breath that is exactly aiike" - occun when she is cn 

the verge of going to pieces. "doubled over." The "doubling." "arcing." "squashing" and 

"cnishing" of this posture reinforces the idea that this doubled experience of the surface- 

body and phantasmatic idenufication is both a Ming and an unvehg, a pleasure and a 

pain. Recalling Butler's argument about the lesbian phallus. The Tem'bie Girls focuses 

on k i n g  able to think of touching the skin as the vacillation betweeo the phantasmatic 

and the bodily. For if the intacmess of the Skin Ego is the condition of culture, then 

Brown's body ailegory displaces its very power to condition. displaying the complex 

patterns of (dis)embodiment throcgh which we al1 face each other differently as surface- 

bodies. 

Conclusion 

The topology explored in both Hatoum's and Brown's works is an invasive optic and 

hap tic bodily map, lacking borden. bleeding corporeality into its margins. But both 

deconstructive approaches to the body disavow the body as a deep container available 

only to relay sensory perception. Instead. they proiiferate experiences of the surface. 

Christine Ross, citing Georges Didi-Huberman, has argued that with video. and I would 

add here. the insistent body-metaphor at play in a novel such as The Tem'bfe Girls. we 

need to think the "image (which could only be) of the surface." as that which "invites the 



gaze to slip." and "would therefore have as irs cause and its effect the suspension. the 

negation, the opacification of that which has depth." Conceived of in this way, then, the 

image "engulfs that which is deep and becomes. by a kind of dichotomous inversion, 

depth as such" ( 1995: 13 1). This inversion has important consequences. for. "the video 

image is therefore the site of a renewd of the surface's relation with itself, ... the addition. 

piling up, and extension of surfaces" (1995: 132). More precisely. the dichotomy of 

surface and depth (fom and content) is transformeci by my theorisation of touch. insofar 

as "touching" can create an opacification of the "reaching in," "diving down" and "raising 

up" of content beyond form. Indeed. it cm block the hyperbolics where fom, through 

molding matter into something intelligible, fmally yields to content. This opacification of 

the modem experience through the flattening of the hierarchy of f o m  and content has 

been described by Gilies Deleuze using the image of the nsing and flattening ground: 

The Platonists used to Say that the not-One distinguished itself from the 
One, but not the converse, since the One does not flee that which fiees it; 
and at the other pole, form distinguishes itself h m  matter or fiom the 
ground, but not the converse. since distinction itseif is a form. [But] in 
tnith, all the forms are dissolved when they are reflecteù in this rising 
ground. It has ceased to be the pure indeterminate which remains below, 
but the foms also cease to be the coexisting or complementary 
detemiinations. The rising ground is no longer below, it acquires 
autonomous existence; the fom reflected in this ground is no longer form 
but an absaact line acting directly upon the soul. 

Even if it is moving, a fully resolved (figurative) image, one in which framing and 

"touching" devices are invisible, is frozen in tirne. In the context of Hatoum's and 

Brown's work, this non-temporal image is broken because touch is to seeing, as frame is 

to the image: a condition of its operation, but also, that wbich can point to its limit, 

pointing outside its own bordering position. These works trace the links between 

touching and frarning, both suspending the recapitulation of a frozen image. Articulating 

the problem of representation in this way makes it possible to conceive of these radical 

body-allegories as being linked through the movement, or change in their form. Each 



uses the surface to deflect questions of idenuty and reproduction toward questions of 

address and staging. Rather than identifying a body by touching its surface (obtaining 

depth rhrough the markea on the surface), they enact the ongoing politicisation of the 

movement of touching by showing how the juncture of the skin. the image and language 

is anything but easy to experience or re-present, though the attempt to do so m u t  not be 

given up. 
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